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And because I cannot do
everything I will not refuse to do
the something that I can do.

I am only one, but still I am one.
I cannot do everything, but still
I can do something;

E.E. Hale

VOL. XIII, NUMBER 9

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Donation of
Books Start
of Projects
by Sharon McHale
On October 13, 1972, Harry
Myer of Communi ty Coalition
delivered donated books from the
Used Bookstore at NSC to
Rahway State Prison. alias the
"Dome". Mr. Myer had approached the prison with his offer.
which eliminated the confusion of
returning several hundred - books
and served as an opportunity for
social work. The book s had been
donated with the permission of
their owners.
,

Photo by Travaglione

Happy Birthday
Hotline
by Kathleen Gurdon
On October 25, 1972 the Newark
State Hot Line celebrated its first

pie it has been expressed by individuals in institutions that if the
Hot Line had existed earlier they

birthday. It has been organized and

might not be there because they

very successful since October 25, would have had an opportunity to
1971. Within a years time the relieve themsel ves of some of their
organization has received a total of anxieties and problems by havi ng
1,184 calls. It rose approximately someone to talk to. To these people
from eight calls per week to the it is a shame that it didn't exist
present 75 to 80 calls per week. earlier.
Starting with the staff of fifty
Therefore Hot Line should exist
volunteers the Hot Line has a total on high school and college levels.
of 110 people.
There has been a tremendous
This group originated in the boom on Hot Line and hopefully
Dean of Students Office. Tom this trend will increase and the
O'Donnell, director of Com- program will become more effecmunication Help Center, began the tive. This expansion will cause
program a year ago. He recalls how training sessions to become more
it expanded from the past with two and more valid.
The present expansion this year
phones in one room to the present
five phones in one room, Walk-In- at N.S.C. has been to include a
Center, Rumor Control and office. Walk-ln-Center and Rumor ConEven now Hot Line has expanded trol. Rumor Control has always
it's scheduled to include Saturday existed but never publicized so as
and Sunday from two p.m . to one of one week age, a Rumor Control
a.m. It is projected that hopefully it column will be printed in the
will be by September "73" a seven Independent. Included for the
day; 24 hour program.
future expansion in the next few
Since the idea of such a years is an out reach program in the
organization has come into view in city of Elizabeth. Location will be a
1968, there now exist at least one store front program it will consist
thousand hot lines in the country. of a crisis intervention with Hot
Line, an overnight run away
Out of this vast number N.S.C.
Hot Line was chosen one of the few center, and a walk in program with
as a member of the National Hot professional and non-professional
Line Association. ln order to be help. N.S.C. Hot Line is now in the
chosen it is based on evaluation by process of pooling resources with
a committee on past and present forty other Hot Lines in the
and projected future success. immediate area. Hopefully this will
N.S.C. Hot Lineisoneofthefewin improve Hot Line with exchange
the country who has expanded so of Films, tapes and other necessary
materials.
much and perhaps one of the only
ones in such a short time.
In other ways N.S .C. is helping
N.s.c: has been privileged with other hot lines because it has
an increase number of volunteers.
reveived calls for help from various
Tom O'Donnell feels that it is, as other crisis intervention centers.
though the Hot Line has been This shows accomplishment of our
blessed with an excellent quality of program and is an extreme honor
people who really care and wan(to since the program has existed only
work. More than anything it is a one year and is helping others
reason for the past and present which have been continuing for
success of the Hot Line and will be longer. We have helped man y
the reason for it's future success.
school Hot Lines as well as comAll those people who have used
munity programs to start and expand or improve their various
the service as well as those who
programs.
have helped it are sharing the
Dean Parks is now on the
success of the program. For exam-

Mr. Myer discovered that the
prison was devoid of a social director and an organized social
progra m. H e accepted the
challenge: of designing a social
program . He is plan Q_i ng to center
the program around an acce ptance
approach. The goals of the
program will be broad so that the
inmates, to be considered as
clients, can design the program
themselves with reference to social
work. The goals of the program
are: I) to establish healthy relationships between social workers and
clients, 2) to guide the client to a
social service that can assist him, 3)
to reinforce any constructive social
attitudes that the client expresses.
4) to provide a relaxed atmosphere
so that the client can associate with
people concerned with his and his
family's welfare, 5) to assist the
client's family by providing
transportation, letterwr iting a nd
referral services, 6) to establish a
foundation for future social work
with inmates.
Mr. Myer wants to involve
students in the prison as part of the
Social Welfare field placement
program. The biggest problem
confronting the adaption of the
program is the prison is the
legalities that must first be waded
through. The initial stumbling
block is that Harry Myer is not an
employee of the state, and under
existing conditions volunteers can
only work in the prison under
programs already instituted.
Mr. Myer is involved in researching and in developing the
program, using similiar programs
in other prisons as references. He
hopes that the program will be
inaugurated before Christmas.
Faculty advisors to Mr. Myer on
the intended program are Dr. G.
Metery, Ms. Herina, and Mr. C.
Graves.
process of attempting to give
volunteers credit for their time, effort, and energy put into the
program. It is hopeful that the administration will take a realistic approach towards this.
In conclusion Tom O'Donnell
expressed that he will do all in his
power to extend Hot Line on a
state wide, local, and hopefully
some day national level. This may
seem idealistic but he feels it's
realistic since there's enough good
people ready to help others in a
benefical way. Tom would like to
extend his thanks to all volunteers
who have helped and a special
thanks to Carol Moran, Linda
Palma, and Jamie McKay for an
excellent job as Hot Line coordinators.
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Tufte/ Scholarship
Winners Announced
The Barbara Ann Tuffel
Scholarship Fund Committee of
Newark State College today announced the award recipients in the
second annual scholarship presentation. The 1972 award recipient is
Miss Rose Vizcarrondo. a resident
of Newark. and a senior sociology
major at the College.
Rose has served as president of
the Collegians for Black Action, a
member of the Student Committee
for
Advancement
Through
Education (SCA TE), a member of
the Boriqua Desk and as a member
of the Bookstore Cooperative.
Miss Vizcarrondo was cited for
her "contributions toward the improvement of campus life for
minority group students." She will
receive a $250.00 scholarship
award.

New Year's

Eve in
f!f!Paris ''
by Susan Cousins
A New Year's Eve party in Paris
will highlight a 25 day European
study Tour, planned fo r December
28, 1972 through January 24, 1973.
The Study Tour, designed to introduce the student to the culture.
history and aesthetics of Europe;
will visit Brussels, Amsterdam.
Rotterdam, Frankfurt, The Black
Fo rest, The Alps, Milan, Florence,
Venice, Rome, Nice, and Dijon.
A maximum of 20 students will
arrive in Paris by Pa.1 Arr: Jr,t for a
6 day stay. The remainder of the
trip, including skiing in the Alps,
will be by train. Final stop will be a
return to Paris for departure.
The price of the travel course.
equivalent to 3 college credits. is
$657.00. This includes air transportation, hotel accomodations incluqing Continental Breakfast,
taxes, gratuities, at all hotels, US
Departure Tax and tuition.
Interested students should contact Mr. Ed Williams in W 103 for
application forms.

The Scholarship Committee has
also awarded two "certificates of
merit" for students who have contributed towards the improvement
of campus life for minority group
students. The certificates are being
presented to Miss Beatrice
Johnson of East Orange, and Miss
Sallie Durham of Kenilworth .
Miss Johnson is a senior fine arts
major who has served on the EEO
student advisory board, a member
of Collegians for Black Action, and
continued on page 18

Innovation
Building
To Be
Erected
by Susan Cousins
The pilot project for a new type
classroom building will provide a
high flexibility in terms of
changeable room size and progression towards advanced educational
technology. Work on the building,
to be located between Bruce and
Willis Halls, will begin in early
November.
The new building will house the
Instructional Resource Center, 40
mova ble classrooms, 120 offices
and a 200 seat multi-media lecture
hall. In a ddition there will be
student lounges on each of the
three floors.
The structure is designed as two
modulars connected by a center
service core. Normal ceiling height
is increased several feet, which will
allow the mechanical systems to be
enclosed, above a "hung" acoustical ceiling. Movement of the wall
partitions is along designated lines,
thus allowing for adequate soundproofing. lncluded are lights, to be
recessed in the ceiling, in addition
to complete carpeting.
The cost of this project, devised
by the Educational Facilities
Laboratories, will be $4.5 million .

Jerry English, 12th district candidate for the House of Representatives,
appeared for a second time at Newark State this past Thursday during
Free Hour. Ms. English's second visit was met by a significant number of
people, supporting her candidacy.
Photo by Travag/ione
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Klimaski Spea.ks
AtNSC

James Klimaski

by Ellen P. Fox
James Klimaski, People's Party
candidate for Congress from the
I Ith District, appeared at NSC
during free hour last Thursday, October 26. Outside the Little Theater
he was seated on a table covered
with literature, bumper stickers,
and buttons supporting his candidacy. Mr. Klimaski seemed willing to talk imformally with any
students who wished to stop, as
some did.
Afterwards, Mr. Klimaski spoke

11

to a small showing of st.udents inside the Theater, discussing his
policies and programs. He hopes to
promote a national emergency jobs
program for the unemployed, a
progressive tax structure shifti ng
the tax burden from poor and middle classes to the "super-rich" and
corporations, and community control over natural resources.
On the war issue, Jim Klimaski
spoke for an immediate end to it, as
well as to the draft, and the return
of war powers to Congress from
the hands of the President and the
Pentagon. Locally, Mr. Klimaski
has opposed reduction of bus service in the Newark area and supports a nationwide mass transportation system for quick and efficient travel.
Jim Klimaski's appearance here,
sponsored by the Human
Relations Committee, was a result
of the upcoming Congressional
elections that also prompted 12th
District candidate Jerry English to
speak here twice recently through
the efforts of Community
Coalition.
At age 26, Mr. Klimaski is proud
of his claim as the youngest
Congressional candidate in the
nation but possibly surprised that
it did not win him a larger NSC
audience.

The Psychological
Orphan''

by Jane Dougherty
Mr. James Sweeney, director of
Family and Children's Society in
Elizabeth, spoke of his role in dealing with adoption and unwed
mothers to some 50 SCA TE
volunteers last Thursday during
free hour, October 26, in Downs
Hall.
Inviting question s and
· challenges on the part of students, _
..... l.lptaleO n;s remarks -by defin~g
the American orphan·.
"It is very hard to find a physical
orphan in this country, less than
1%. But what about the
psychological orphan. The child
whose parents belong to IBM or
t he local tavern . These
psychological
orphans
suffer
unbelievable damage to self
esteem. It is this orphan which we
must concern ourselves with."
Mr. Sweeney, who has had
numerous experiences throughout
the country in social services, sees a
great problem in the foster home
method.
"We had one child who went
through fourteen foster homes in
nineteen years. The damage to his
sense of self importance is unreal" .
The problems of the unwanted
child a,id the inconsistc;ncy and
unstableness of the foster home, he
believes could be largely solved by
federal subsidies to agencies like
Family and Children's Society who
would in turn transfer the money to
families.
"Looking at it pragmatically, it
would be far cheaper for the state.
The cost of supporting a child in an
institution is much more then supporting a family who would like
another child but can not afford a
foster child in their home."
He spoke of the danger involved

CHAMPION TERMPAPERS
636 Beacon St. (#605)
Boston, Mass. 02215

617-536-9700
Research material for Termpapers,
Reports, Theses, etc. LOWEST
PRICES. QUICK SERVICE. For inlormation, please write or call.
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in the social synamics being imposed on the individual. The
school systems, he complained,
have mangled the sensitive child by
conformity and denial of self expression. He believes that too
many Americans are deeply dissatisfied with their roles in society.
In closing he urged all students
to look for satisfacij.on .in their
liv.~t:n;rtfrai 'with all the frustrations his work has been very
rewarding.
"Progress in social services for
Family and Children's Society has
come only by the 26th of an inch.
But thank God for that much.
Without that 26th of an, inch, services would continue tc;i fall back
further and further."

Weiss on Nat'l League of Cities;
Discuss Viet Vets' Pro blerris
by G. R. Tinger
The National Deague of Cities/
U.S. Conference of Mayors sponsored a public hearing entitled
"The Problems of Returning Vietnam era Veterans" at the Paul
Robeson Campus Center, Rutgers
University, Newark, New Jersey on
October 25, 1972 from 9:30 a.m. to
6 p.m.
Newark Mayor Kenneth Gibson
and Representative Silvio Conte
(R-Mass) acted as Co-chairmen for
the
hearin g.
Distinguished
members of the panel included : Dr.
Nathan Weiss, President, Newark
State College, Mr. Robert
Kleinert, President , New Jersey
Bell Telephone Company, Mr. Joel
Jacobson, Community Affairs
Representative ,
United
Automobile Workers, Mr. Angel
Rodriguez, Director, Rutgers
University (Newark) Veterans
Outreach Program, Mr. Robert
Penn, Vietnam Veteran, Director,
Buffalo Model Cities, Monsignor
Thomas· Fahy, President, Seton
Hall University, Mr. Austin Kerby,
The American Legion National
Headquarters, Mr. Mark Hanson,
National Council of Churches,
Representative Henry Helstoski
(D-N.J .).

Mayor Gibson opened the
program by stating "The purpose
of the hearing is to treat the Vietnam era veteran as a man and to
deal with the problems concerning
the man. T his hearing has nothing
to do with the war itself; the hawks

Students Evicted
BY Barry Cohen
Last Wednesday evening, the
decision was reached that all dormitory students would have to
evacuate their residences for the
coming weekend. Due to work on
power sources on campus, State
Department of Health regulations
necessitate vacating the premises
when no power is generated .
Residence authorities on campus
refunded the equivalent of the rent
for the days when students had to
leave. A group of students
concerned about the inconvenience
met with Dean Parks. Attempts to
receive aid for the students from
Town & Campus Motor Lodge did
not prove fruitful. An adjusted

Gruening at NSC:
Lambasts Nixon
by Paul Nebenfuhr
Alaskan ex-Senator Ernest
Gruening on of the senators who
voted against the Gulf of Tonkin
resolution, spoke at Newark State
Thursday before a small but enthusiastic crowd.
Centering his speech around the
·ongoing national campaign for the
presidency, the Senator called the
impending election "one of the
most impqrtant campaigns in
American history. Stressing the
past and current debate on the
Vietnam issue, .Mr. Gruening gave
a general history of the situation
that has existed in I ndo-China, and
noted his opposition to the war
since its outset.
The Senator tried to put the
Vietnam situation in historical
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
& WEDDING RINGS
3,000 ring selections in all styles
at 50% discount to students,
staff, and faculty. Buy direct
from leading manufacturer and
SAVEi ½carat $179, ¾carat only
S299. Fo[.free color folder'1 wrctte:
Box 42, Fanwood, N.J. o 0 23.

and doves have had their day. The
Vietnam veteran is the first one not
to be praised as the "John ny
Comes Marching Home" type. The
veteran should not be viewed as a
charity case, but helped to be assimilated back into society as a
productive citizen."
Representative Conte added,
"We are interested in providing increased education and re-training
for veterans, also to review the
programs already in progress to
determine if they are serving the
veteran. The panel is concerned
with the problem colleges have in
serving the veteran and providing
professional guidance for veterans
on campus."
Dr. Murray Polner, noted
sociologist who wrote "No Victory
Parade" and "When I Can, 1Come
Home" was the first witness to
appear before the panel. Dr.
Polner talked about the
numberous conversations he had
with Vietnam veterans. He claimed
that until 1970, no attempt was
made by war-time administrations
to understand the veteran. Dr.
Polner's main interest involved the
"group that was not making it." He
lised the reasons vets do not use the
G. I. Bill as I) Different priority 2)
Insufficient resources (no savings)
3) Blacks fear discrimination from
Government officials.
Dr. Polner stated "The Vitenam
era veteran is less willing to accept
authority because authority will
not be responsive to the veterans

perspective, saying that it was part
of the world-wide revolt against
colonialism. Declaring that the
American people were deliberately
tricked into the war by former
President Johnson, Mr. Gruening
bluntly stated that "We invited
ourselves into southeast Asia; we
are the aggressors."
Mr. Gruening then talked of our
domestic failures during the last
four years, and tied in out inability
to solve these problems with Mr.
Nixon's handling of the war
overseas. Stating that Nixon's
"Secret Plan" was " ... not a plan to
end the war, but a plan to
perpetuate it", he pointed out that
the 62 billion dollars spent in the
last fou'r years in the continuing
war effort would have, if spent
properly, " ... solved all our domestic problems. Some of the
problems he referred to were the
housing and health problems,
pollution control, and transformation to a peacetime economy.
Mr. Gruening .e nded his speech
by making an impassioned appeal
to the audience to support Senator

needs. The veteran feels the Vietnam conflict was a class war, the
poort went to war." Polner quoted
one vet as saying "The society who
' sent us to Vietnam needs
treatment, not the veteran." Dr.
Polner also informed the panel of a
problem which deeply troubles the
veteran - how the vets perceive
themselves compared with the
stay-at-homes. Polner talked of a
"Post - Vietnam - War Syndrome" in which the veteran
feels a sense of guilt, moral corruption, mental tension and an_at-.,titude that the war was a cruel hoax
perpetrated on a large group of
young men.
Mr. Walter Myer, Vietnam
veteran who is an alumnus of
Newark State College currently
serving as Veterans Representative
to Newark Mayor Kennth Gibson,
decried the pathological terminology used when referring to
Vietnam vets. Mr. Myer was
critical of "experts in their field s"
who attempt to analyze and
categorize veterans.
All of the veterans who appeared
before the panel as witnesses are
currently enrolled in colleges
through-out New Jersey. Their
chief complaint centered around
the Veterans Administration and
State Employment Service. They
claim the officials at the Veterans
Administration are unresponsive
and insensitive to the vets
problems. T he veterans are discouraged by the inability of the
State Employment Service to
provide part-time jobs at an adequate pay level.
(continued on page 5)

lower rate still would not match the
refund.
Neil Gallagher, representing the
students of Dougall Hall, mentioned the job situation. Other
students attending remarked that
some Jived as far as 150 miles away.
The problem of accommodating
foreign students was also brought
up. Tom Brescia, as he departed for
Commissioner of N .J . Transporanother meeting, commented that
the "College should bear the cost." tation John C. Kohl has responded
Only thirty per cent of the dorm to N.J . PIRG's accusation of a
students would be involvedap- "conspiracy of silence" concerning
proximately fifty to seventy-five in- specific questions about the 1968
dividuals who don't normally go and 1972 Bond Issues. These queshome on weekends. All students tions were stated in the Oct. 19th
who had no means to return were Independent. Kohl responded to
urged to communicate with dor- three of PIRG's nine queries in a
mitory advisors. Appeals were letter sent to a PIRG represenmade through off-campus students tative. The letter states:
to take in these students for the
"I - The Status of funds from
weekend.
the 1968 bond issue.
A junior mentioned that this had
This Department has not said
happened two years ago. No that all of the 1968 bond funds have ·
security had been provided. This been spent. It has been stated
time assurance was given to protect repeatedly t,hat all of the 1968
all property.
funds for highways have been comStill, no policy for the relocation mitted to specific projects and,
responsibiltiy of the college in cases while all of these monies have not
of emergency exists on the books. been paid out, they must be used to
Dean Parks stated that, because of meet contract obligations. All of
cost, the college cannot assume the 1968 bond funds for public
such responsibility. Unfortunately,
(continued on page 5)
no women from the dorms
attended, and all resident students
lack any effective mode of unionizing to handle such emergencies.
Santa Clauses

Kohl
Answers
PIRG

McGovern's bid for the presidency.
The most crucial issue as seen by
the ex-Sen·a tor was the question
whether America's "Great Experiment" was to continue. He
made the audience aware of the
erosion of their civil liberties under
the Nixon administration. He
capped the speech by noting the
disparity between the two
canidates, observing that "If
George McGovern was ten times
worse then his critics alleged him to
he. he'd still be better than Nixon."
Mr. Greuning was a guest
speaker of the Newark State
Political Science Club.

Needed Nov. 24-Dec. 22. Full
time, part time or weekend
shift. Good hourly rate; no
fee charged.
Western Girl, Inc.
547 Bloomfield Ave.
Bloomfield
748-1914
1139 E. Jersey Street
Elizabeth
352-7960
112 Roosevelt Ave.
Plainfield
757-6868
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Ralph Nader to Address
NJEA Convention
latest in instructional equipment
and materials.
Consumer advocate
Ralph
Nader will address the convention's first general session Thursday at 8 p.m. His speech is expected
to brief New Jersey teachers on the
progress of investigations now being made of nationally known test
publishing companies.
TV performer Art Linkletter will
address the second general session
Friday at 2:30 p.m., and humorist
Victor Borge will entertain at the
third, Friday at 8 p.m. Linkletter is
a member of the President's
National Reading Council and the
National Coordinating Council on
Drug Abuse Information and
Education.
Opening event on the convention program is a meeting of
NJEA's Delegate Assembly, the association's elected, policy-making
body, at 9 a.m . Thursday in Haddon Hall Hotel.

For many convention-goers,
Thursday is in-service education
day. A day-long series of instructional meetings will be conducted
at Chalfonte Hotel by the Curriculum Work Conference, a consortium of 19 educational groups
interested in professional improvement. Also on Thursday,
NJEA will sponsor a cluster of .
clinics and "innovative showcases"
to help teachers in such matters as
reading and discipl_ill!! and to
spread new educational ideas.
The rallies for the Presidential
slates will also be on Thursday, in
the Convention Hall Ballroom.
The McGovern-Shriver rally is at
11 a.m., the Nixon-Agnew rally at
2 p.m.
·
The Engli-sh Department and the
A special event on Friday's
Department of Foreign Languages
schedule is a "Freedom Rally" . are sponsoring a bi-lingual poetry
scheduled for 11:30 a.m. in the
reading on Thursday, November 9,
Convention Hall Ballroom to call
at 1:30 in Downs Hall. Mr. Israel
attention to a growing deterRodriguez will read selections
mination among teachers to enjoy
from his works Poemas de lsrael,
the full exercise of their legal and
Poems of Amherst and Emily Dicconstitutional rights. The rally is
kinson and from his forthcoming
being organized by NJEA's Fair
book Virgin Matter. Also featured
Play for Teachers Committee.
on the program is Dr. Edwin
The rally will include remarks by
Thomason who will read some of
Emil Oxfeld, the Newark attorney
his poems.
who is president of New Jersey's
Poemas de lsrael, a sociochapter of the American Civil
political
work, is characterized by
Admissions officers may then Liberties Union, and teachers
PRINCETON,
N.J. -A
new
its consistently positive view of the
program designed to help the contact students directly and invite receiving assistance from NJEA in
human condition, its thematics of
nation's graduate. schools seek out the applications of those whose legal cases intended to protect or
potential students from minority particular interests could be served expand the rights of educators.
by their schools' graduate These include Alvin Applegate,
groups is underway this fall.
Called the Minority Graduate offerings.
president of the Freehold Reg.
Student Locater Service, the
H.S. Education Assn.; Kathleen
EXPERIMENTAL
program is offered by Educational
Pietrunti, president of the Brick
FIRST YEAR
Testing Service. ETS estimates
Twp. Education Assn .; Charles
The locater service will be used Ferrell, grievance chairman for the
that about 10,000 to 15,000
students could initially use the new first by graduate scho0ls in Clayton Education Assn. ; and
William Hoffer, chairman of the
service which is offered free to both December. According to Williams, Nicholas D' Agostino, president of
Newark State College Center
students and institutions this year. some 300 schools are expected to the Education Assn. of Passaic.
Board Fine Arts Committee, today
According to J. Bradley join this year with more offering
announced two student shows
The convention's final event is
the program later.
Williams, ETS director of the prothe annual concert by the All State
scheduled for this month in the Litject, "One of the problems facing
The locater service is open · to Chorus and Orchestra, presented
tle Gallery of the College Center.
graduate schools seeking to in- second-term
college
juniors, by the N.J . Music Educators Assn.
From November 1-24, a threecrease enrollment of students from seniors, and college graduates.
It begins at 2 p.m. Saturday in the
man student show will feature
racial and ethnic minorities is that
Nearly 2,200 counselors at Convention Hall Ballroom.
of identifying potential students."
undergraduate schools across the
NEW FORM WILL HELP
country have received informatiop
Now, students will have a chance about the program and can supply
to voluntarily complete a special questionnaires to interested
17-item questionnaire as one step students, whatever their racial
towards entering graduate school. background.
by Lou Stravakis
Information about the academic
The student response form is
Dear people:
interests and goals of Black, also available with information
Faculty has just approved a new
American-Indian,
Asianbulletins describing the Graduate
set of General Education ReAmerican, and Spanish or Mex- Record Examinations (GRE). But
quirements, which is a step in the
by Ann Rosenthal
ican-American students who wish ETS said GRE scores are not inright direction. It allows students
The Supervised Teaching
to pursue graduate leveled ucation, cluded in the locater service and
to select from different categories
will be available to those that a student need not take the ex- Seminar for Parochial School their G.E. requirements. Although
institutions seeking to bolster ams in order to participate in the teachers, a pilot program under the this a first step, it is not a very big
superv1s10n of Mrs. Lauree
minority enrollment.
locater service.
one at that. We still have 47-48
Rystrom, has gotten off to a runG. E. requirements we have to take.
ning start.
The reasoning that brought about
The in-service seminar for
the new policies must have gotten
Public School teachers was
lost in the translation. We wanted
initiated in the late 50's under the
freedom to select courses that are
Primary elections for the President of '76 were held October 26, 1972. direction of Professor Emeritus beneficial to our lives, but instead
Lenore Vaughn-Eames and
The results were:
they give us a new package with the
provided student teaching for
same "ball and chain". We, as
those students on emergency or
Doug Lowy
students, are tired of college's being
89
provisional
certificates.
It
is
serRichard Groeling
a 13th grade. Maybe this is why our
15
ving the same purpose today,
Marty Knox
freshman enrollment has dropped,
2
however,
for
Parochial
School
Tony DeGennaro
and more people now, than ever,
9
teachers who are teaching full-time
are leaving college after one year.
and are not able to leave their
Final elections for the Executive Board of the Class of'76 are being held
We are tired of being treated like
positions for eight weeks to be
today, November 2, 1972 in the Student Center from 9:00 a.m. until 4:30
children, and · are old enough to
p.m. Doug Lowy and Richard Groeling are in the final election for observed in a public school.
make decisions ourselves.
Students meet weekly in seminar
President.
The era of G.E. requirements
session
according
to
their
teaching
The remaining election dates are:
had ended. Let us not hold on to a
level (primary/ intermediate).
decadent tradition; let us move
Thurs., Nov. 2, 1972
Final election for the Exec.
Their assignments vary with their
forward to give the students of
Board of the Class of '76. Polls
departments and needs, but most
Newark State College some
open at 9:00 a .m. and close at
include lesson plans, classroom
freedome in the choice of
4:30 p.m. Applications for
management, and sharing of
education, for which we pay
Council representatives close
various classroom techniques. The
dearly, in both TIME and
at 5:15 p.m. Meeting for all
elementary group will study the
MONEY.
Council candidates at 5: 15 p.m.
Flanders Interaction Analysis, and
in Student Org.
tape a classroom discussion with five times each semester.
Thurs., Nov. 9, 1972
Primary elections for Council
an accompanying self-analysis.
Mrs. Rystrom, the coordinator
Another facet of the program will of this program, will also make
representatives from the Class
of '76. Polls open at 9:00 a.m.
include at least one visitation each classroom visitations.
and close at 4:30 p.m.
semester observing classes outside
Seminar students range in exThurs., Nov. 16, 1972
Final elections for Council
their own school.
perience from one to fifteen years
representatives from the Class
Supervisors are assigned to each
experience. The continuation of
of '76. Polls open at 9:00 a.m .
student and will observe within the this program depends upon its
and close at 4:30 p.m.
Parochial school a minimum of success this year.
ATLANTIC CITY-The annual convention of the New Jersey
Education Assn. will bring publicschool teachers here Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, Nov. 2-4.
for three days of activities designed
to improve learning in their classrooms and their awareness as
citizens.
In addition to hundreds of subject-matter meetings and in-service .
workshops, this year's program includes political rallies for the two
major Presidential slates and
meetings concerned with the rights
of the teacher and of the consumer.
The NJEA convention annually
draws about 50,000 of New Jersey's
public school teachers, making it
the largest educational gathering in
the world. The convention includes
three general sessions in the
Convention Hall Ballroom ;
meetings by about 50 other
educational organizations; and
some 700 exhibits displaying the

photo by Mantel

Poetry for a
Thurs. Afternoon

M:inority Graduate
Student Locater

love (erotic, spiritual, patriotic),
and its expressively elaborated
metaphors.
Poems of Amherst and Emily
Dickinson are in the mystic
tradition. They express the creative
solitude of North American poets
· and the influence of landscape on
inner creativity in the synesthesia
of the whiteness of land and th_e
silence of the ·snow.
Virgin Matter is a collection of
poems about the destruction and
the resurrection of our environment. They express the nonlocal poet's response to the creative
solitude of North American poets.

~~Old Jersey
Artists'' Exhibit

Parochial
Teachers
Seminar

Frosh Elections

Community
Coalition

Robert Sankner, a student from
Carteret, Robert Yoskowitz of
Roselle and Ed Potter of Cedar
Grove. Sankner will be represented
by drawings, Yoskowitz by stuffed
and hung canvases, and Potter by
his "reality" series.
November 27-December 22, a
Student Photography Exhibition
and Sale will be shown in the Little
Gallery. The photographic exhibit
is
sponsored
by
THE
INDEPENDENT.
Further information on both
events can be obtained by contacting the College Center Board,
telephone 527-2044.

Trio
Benefits
Fund
by Jan Furda
On Wednesday night, October
25th, 1972, in the Theatre of the
Performing Arts, the Music
Department of Newark State
College and Theta Alpha Chapter
of tne Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
presented the Sinfonia Scholarship
Fund Benefit Recital to a capacity
crowd of 900. The purpose of the
recital is to r_aise money for two
$200,00 scholaJships which are
awarded to ··t\vo outstanding
students in the M_usk Department.
The Performing Arts Trio, composed of Louis Huber, violin; W.
Ted Hoyle, cello; and Herbert
Golub, piano, played Beethoven's
"Introduction and Ten Variations
on lch binder Schneider Kakadu"
and Mozart's Trio in B Major during the first half of the program. ·
After · the interm1ss10n, the
president of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, Elroy Peare, along with
Vice-President Pete Korey, Recording Secretary Dave Uhrig,
Corresponding Secretary Irwin
Mittleman, and Treasurer Kim
(continued .from page 19)
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"Truth cannot be /orcetl but must be allowed ta plaJ /or il1el/ ...

Quiet
Hunger

VOTE!
Election time is upon us again. You're wading through and
evaluating the election propaganda, news reports and accounts,
campaign issues, and your own personal stands. Or at least you
should be.
But alas, many who find themselves now enfranchised by the
lowered voting age amendment have not even bothered to register.
For those of you in this category, nothing can really be said at this
point. In your case, one could only be left to surmise that November
7th would come and go without much genuine interest or concern
on your part.
But to those of you who are registered - car ry that point one
step further: VOTE. Perhaps the trite proddings "stand up and be
counted", "'voice yo ur opinions", and "exercise your right, duty,
and responsibility" turn yo u off or hold little meaning. But these
phrases would never have achieved their present cliche' -notority if
they weren't widespread and in common use. And they wou ldn't
have become widespread if the basic message behind them didn't
have some degree of validity.
Possibly the fact that this is a presidential election year will be
the element that draws you to the polls Tuesday. Chances are you
are already well-decided on that choice. But in the background what about the state and local positions up for grabs? They are just
as important and worthy of investigation. The outcome here may
very well effect you more immediately and more directly than the
recipient of the presidential role. Unquestionably, who and what
you favor and how you arrive at that decision still remains a very
personal thing; you are answerable only to yourself. But your
opinion won't mean a thing unless it's translated into a vote.
The point is to VOTE. You have the power. You have the
means. All you need is the motivation.

THANK YOU

On November 7th; election day.
a man of this college community
will have quietly ended his long
two-month fast on all solid foods.
He has used no words, no
arguments; he has only quietly set
the loudest example possible.
This man had made a commitment to sensitivity, to
awareness, to humaness. His fast
is a statement; it is a question, it is a
plea. A plea for concern and for
recognition on the part of all
people to really look at themselves
and what is happening around
them. To look again at the killing,
the injustice, the suffering, the
selfishness. T o look again at
life- what it is and what it ca n be.
The man is Father Philip Merdinger, chaplin at Newa rk Sta te.
He has dedicated his time, energy,
a nd total self to the people of th is
campus. He has made a ti reless effort fo r the past yea r to work his
way int o the mi nds a nd hearts of
many of us. He has offered
meaning, direction and advice to
a nyo ne who has asked it of him. He
has involved himself with Hotline,
SCA TE, a nd other student
organizations.
He has seen us, been with us,
listened to us and supported us.
Now, we are asked to support him,
by caring for each other and our
world.

Charlie Behm, Karen Grabowski,
Jane Dougherty, Bob Powers,

·

... and the rest of us.

Your article touched upo n man y
issues which are releva nt. but need
clarification.
I. Fall semester student council
has always had a quorum (26
members).
2. Not all meetings have been
orderly, but dissent is normal in a
representative democracy.
3. Yes, there is apathy on campus, but this arises from any commuter situation.
4. No council member has any
money at his/ her disposal unless
he/ she chairs a recognized committee and a council majority votes
in favor.
5. T he president of Student
Organization has a thousand- (
dollar stipend, voted on by council
and used for informa l school
negotiations and persona l expenses.
5. An effective Student Org
president has a 24-h our-a-day
schedule which d oes n't permit outside wor k to sup plement income.
No other executive board member
has such a credit.
6. A com plete breakdown of
Stud ent Qrg fu nds is available
upo n seeing the Business Manager.
7. Tom, if there is t he slightest
hint of incorrectly han dled fu nd s, I
wo uld a ppreciate yo ur submitting
proof to the executive board or
council.
Yours truly,
Richard Hauser
Student Organization

Work!

To the Editors:
I urge the students of Newark
State College to work vigorously in
Senator George McGovern's campaign for President of the United
States this fall and to vote for him
on November 7.
Dear Tom,
As
President,
Senator
I readily sympathize with your
McGovern
will
end
the
war
and get
nebulous concept of the function of
Student , Organization. It seems the U.S. out of Vietnam "lock,
when one cannot control his en-. stock, and barrel". He will also
vironment, he either strikes out or replace the corrupt Nixon-Agnew
withdraws. In striking out, Tom, government by a government that
you misinformed the student com- is honest and fair to everyone. Jobs
will be found for all young people.
munity in a noble purpose.
Thank you very much for your
Before my active interest in
help.
Student Org was kindled, 1, too,
Robert Barber
questioned many policies, some
(continued
on page 7)
correctly, others not so informed .

Kynch
Cares

INDEPENDENT

The INDEPENDENT would like to extend a special word of
thanks to Student Organization for the use of their meeting room
and to Community Coalition for the use of their typewriter this past
week. Due to the "face-lifiting" work the INDEPENDENT office
recieved, we were unable to use our regular facilities and
equipment. Without the aid of these two groups, we .would have
found it very difficult - perhaps impossible ~ to turn out this week's
issue. Many thanks.

/
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Kohl Not Silent
(continued.from page 2)
$450 ~illion in Federal matching
transportation have been allocated funds and possibly $480 million
by the legislature for specific public under proposals now pending. In
transportation
projects.
This addition to the projects included
means that the funds have been within the bond proposal, it is a ncommitted by law for specific ticipated that certain rapid transit
public transportation im- projects which are a part of the
provements and the Department Department's 1972 Master Plan
cannot use them otherwise. Conse- will be moved forward by other
quently, there is no money remain- agencies in cooperation with the
Urban
Mass
Tran s it
Ading from the 1968 bond issue to
carry out improvements other than ministration . Among these projects is rail access to Newark Airthose specified .
2 The estimated amount of port and on the CNJ to Plainfield
federal funds which would be in Essex and Union Counties.
generated by the public transpor- 3 - You stated that by approving
tation portion of the bond issue the bond issue, "the public would
and the amount of the total public be giving your Department a blank
transportation program to be check with no definite com. mitments."
generated by the bond funds .
This is not true. The projects in
It is anticipated that the $240
million program would generate the suggested program are those
which are needed · to improve
transportation in the State and
because of their importance we are
committed to carrying them out,
given the resources to do so. While
it is true that the legislature
generally has accepted the
Department
recommendations,
(continued.from page 2)
nevertheless, it is the legislature
During the entire eight hour
which must take the final decision
hearing, the audience heard the
on which projects will move
phrases
"establishment",
forward. As with the 1968 bond is"bureaucrat" and "generation gap"
sue, the Department would not
repreated by the veterans who teshave a "blank check:"
New Yqrk City declared to the
tified. The veterans were furious
panel that the hearing was "a lot of
and cynical of any committee,
bullst" and a waste of time. The
commission, agency or group appurpose of the A.S. U. is to demand
pointed by politicians that was
$2500 compensation for time lost
comprised of older, non-veterans
in service to every veteran who has
who "know" their feelings and
served sinced I 960. "While we were
"understand" their problems.
forced to leave our homes, families
Assemblyman William J .
and jobs by a draft system that
Hamilton Jr. testified to the panel singled out the poor and working
that he has sponsored Assembly
people, those people who made
Bill A 999 which would provide
money off the war made sure their
tuition aid to New Jersey veterans.
sons did not have to go."
The bill is currently held up in the
Dr. W illiam G. Vi ncenti, D irecAssembly because of the cost factor of Vetera ns Affairs, Newark
to r
plu s n o n -s upp ort of
S ta te College was the last wi tness
organizations other than veterans
to testify to the panel. Mr. Vincenti
groups.
described the educational program
Congressman Peter Rodino (Dthe college offers veterans, inN.J.) recommended to the panel a
cluding the Veterans Identity
Commission on Veterans Affairs
Program (initiated by President
to deal effectively with veterans
Weiss) which provides an opproblems. The Commission would
portunity to educationally disadenable colleges to recruit and
vantaged veterans to enroll in
counsel veterans. It would include
college level programs.
representatives of all veterans
This type of hearing will be conorganizations including Vietnam
ducted in a number of cities across
era vets.
the country. The panel will submit
Dr. James Smith, Veterans
a summary of their recommenDirector of Manpower and Career
dations to the headquarters of
Development ·Agency, New York
National League of Cities/ U.S.
City stated "The Vietnam vet is not
Conference of Mayors for referral
going to sit back and wait for asto the White House. A report will
sistance. He is going out on the
then be released to the press.
streets to solve his problems. We
m ust obtain a commitment from
industry to provide suitable emProfessional black and white
ployment for these veterans." Dr.
photography
for any ocSmith
recom mended that a
cassion.
Portfolios
done to
Federal Jo b Corps for Veterans be
fo rmed.
your specifications. Call Bob
Three veterans representing the
at 353-8926.
A merican Serviceman's Union of

Weiss and
the Vets

FLU IMM UNIZA TIO NS
Flu immunizations will again be offered this year by the College Health
Se!"1ce, located m the Student Services Building (bookstore building) on
Fnday, Oct. 27 from 11 A.M. to I P.M .. and on Friday, Nov. 3 from 11
A. M • to l P.M. The cost 1s 50¢ per injection. The program is open to all
co 11ege employees.
Employees who_ recei~ed the series of 2 injections last year need only one
booster !O mamtam their 1mmuni_zatio~ level. For those wishing the complete senes this year, the second m1ect1on will be given Dec. J.
REM INDER: Persons with ~olds on allergies to chicken. eggs or mu ltiple
substa nces should consult their personal physician before receiving a fl
vaccine mJect1on.
•
u

NCS Vets
Pause to
Remember
by Randolph F. Bases
Members of Alpha Sigma Mu,
Newark State's veterans fraternity.
stood silently, listening to Taps, as
a cannon fired and the nag was
lowered to half mast at their formal
memorial services this veterans
day.
Fraternity president, Bob Korfin, a former air force medic, called
on members to remember the men
they served with, some of whom
will never come home. After his
brief opening remarks, he introduced guest speakers Dr.
Nathan Weiss,
Mr. William
Vincenti, Director of Veterans Affairs, and Father Philip Merdinger,
Chaplin of the college.
Dr. Weiss addressed himself to
the current needs of veterans. He
stated that as long as he was
president the college will do as
much as possible for veterans. He
called upon all members of Alpha
Sigma Mu to attend the National
League Of Veterans hearing Being
held at R utgers Newark student
center on October 25, 1972. Both
the state and federal bill of rights
for veterans will be discussed at the
meeting, presided over by
Congressman Silvio Conte. Dr.
Weiss said that he himself will be in
attendance working for the improvement of the veterans lot,
th roughout the state and nation.
Remarks by Chaplin Philip and
Mr. Vincenti were brief. The
Chaplin called for all of us to make
sure that those who died in war had
not died in vain. He remarked that
at times he was ashamed of religion
for too easily urging people to do
what t he state wants. T he choice to
gi ve your life, accord ing to Father
Philip, must be freely made.
Mr. Vincenti confined his address to expressing hope that the
Viet Nam conflict would be over by
next Veterans Day.
At the close of the memorial Bob
Korfin announced that a complimentary punch would be served
in Sloan Hall by Alpha Sigma Mu
members. All were invited to
attend .

.E VE Career

Day Slated
On
Wednesday
morning,
November 8th, the EVE Office at
Newark State College in Union will
hold a Career Day in the Formal
Lounge of Downs Hall, 9:30-11 :30
a .m., as part of the Vocational
Planning Clinic conducted by Barbara Maher, EVE Interviewer, of
16 Brookside Lane, Berkelev
Heights. The public is invited t~
attend the session to hear a panel of
working women and one man . Admission for the public for this
single session is $2.50. payable at
the door. Newark State students
admitted free with I.D. card .
"Starting Your Own Business"
will be discussed by Mrs. Sandy
Mond, owner of The Party Shop .
387 Millburn Avenue, Millburn .
Mrs. Mary Ann Welsh , Administrative Assistant. Personnel
Division.
Overlook
Hospital.
Summit, will describe the variety of

opportunities available m · the
health field and training courses
offered in the area. A "graduate" of
last year's EVE Career Workshop,
Joanna Parks of 607 Fourth
Avenue, Westfield, is now working
for Keyes Martin Advertising in
Springfield . She will tell how she
secured her job, and what opportunities exist in Advertising.
Mrs. Mary Doby, Vice President
and , Manager of Crestmont
Savings and Loan Association,
Springfield Office, will discuss the
demand for the women in the field
of Banking. Mr. Bradley Valentine
of 232 Hillside Avenue.
Livingston, Field Underwriter for
New York Life Insurance Co ., will
explain why Life Insurance is a
good field for women .
For directions or further information, call the EVE Office at
ewark State College in Union ,
527-2210.

Encounter . Threatened;
Lack of Interest
by Guy de Voe
Last Wednesday, Oct. 25, there
was an Enco unter group meeting
on "Sexual Feelings" scheduled in
room CC 142. One person
attended. This same group last year
had such a large turnout, (about
30), that it had to be divided into
two groups·.
This has been the general case
with all the Explore Encounter
Committee group sessions offered
this year, whereas last year sessions
were attended by people from the
community and students from
ot her schools as well.
Do n Maro un, Assista nt Di rector of Student Activities a nd
trainer for the Sexual Feelings
group, felt some possibJe cause
were that many students active in
the program last year have either
graduated or transferred to other
schools. Also that many encounter
type courses have sprung up in the
school curriculum this year. The
fact that they are credited courses
makes them much more attractive.
Mr. Maroun added, "It also seems

to be just a matter of a lack of
energy."
Mrs.
Marcella
Haslam, a
member of the Counselling
department, pointed out that
previous to this year there have
been student government initiated
encounter labs off campus, and
t hat this is t he first year witho ut
them to get things going. Mrs.
Haslam, also a trainer for three
groups, commented, "I think this
reflects a general feeling, t here is no
excitement about the elections or
about anything. Here you get so
ca ught up in the trivial matters."
T here a re twelve encounter
groups in a ll, each need ing at least
ni ne people to operate. When
asked if the program will continue
despite lack of participation Do n
Maroun answered, "Yes, for a
while, I don't know for how long.
We're still advertising, and so far
the trainers are still showing up.
But, many of the trainers are from
outside
the
college.
They'll
probably come about three times,
and the n cancel."

CCB PRESENTS:

New Riders of'

the Purple Sage
with

Eric Anderson .
..

•

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February

· Comb ine accred ited st udy w ith
ed ucati onal stops in Afri ca, Australas ia and the Ori ent. Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already expe ri enced this international program. A wide range of
financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog :
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666

In concert Sunday, Nov. 26
at 7:30 and 11 :00.
Tickets go on sale Nov. 9.
All seats $3.00 with N.S.C. I.D.
Two tickets per I.D.
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''Another .View ... ''
by Fr. Philip MerdinKer
distribution of wealth as the means
As the major elections approach,
to social stability, as opposed to a
the issues that have been discussed
policy of repression and control?
on all levels of the media come into
Which candidate better appeals to
some sort of focus for each voter.
the generous, constructive, hopeful
The regular reader of this column
side of American life as opposed to
should be in no doubt as to where I
appeals to fear and containment?
stand. But perhaps there are people
3) Which candidate better
who have still not decided, not o-nly
appeals to the innate dignity and
on the presidential level, but on the
fr~dom of each individual? Which
county and municipal levels as
set of proposed policies will accenwell. I'd like to pose some ques- tuate the change that is possible for
tions that I think characterize a
us as people as opposed to a narvoter with a conscience, especially
rowing and defensive posture.
from a Christian point of view.
· Which candidate would be more
I) In view of a Christian
willing to guarantee your freedoms
assessment of the moral questions and feelings if they were in conflict
on the conduct of the Vietnamese
with his own? Which candidate will
War, which candidate proposes an
make government more restricted
end to it that will most respect its
in its claims to your money, your
privacy, your right to dissent?
victims? Which candidate's policy
Which candidate will make
will do more to end the abominable
government more restricted in its
cruelty inflicted on soldiers and
civilians alike? Which policy will claims to your money, your
better compensate those who have privacy, your right to dissent?
Which candidate better articulates
fought it and those who have
suffered from it? Which candidate your own deepest hopes and expecis Jess eager to impose a.dominat- tations?
ing and one-sided settlement,
As you can see, many of these
whether or not it is acceptable?
questions are directed to attitudes
2) Which candidate, in his rather than to actions. The
domestic policy, will do more to President is a symbol of what we
support the powerless over the think of ourselves, what we hope
powerful? Which policy better for from the future, what we offer
favors the rights of the individual the tormented world around us.
over the claims of power, monied,
Your vote is as important for what
special-interest groups? Which it says about yourself as it is a part
candidate opts for a more equal of a numerical total.

E
by- Mark(Barry)Felker
"Will the real culprit please
stand Up?"
Fellow students, in case you are
not aware of it, there has been a
series of vicious muggings right
under your noses - here on campus.
There! has also been a series of
objective articles written to this
effect in past issues of the
Independent pertaining to the
steady influx of muggings and
beatings suffered by the students
attending Newark State College.
Virtually each and every student
has become a prisoner in his own
garden of delights! It seems that a
student can't even indulge in his
own intimate pleasures during
class breaks without fear of the
culprits grabbing the goodies.
In the name of Allah, what is the
police force at this college doing to
combat this serious situation which
they themselves are a cpntributing
factor to. The police want to carry
guns on campus when they
themselves can't even defend the
students against unarmed ,
overgrown "bullies." The new
super-breed of police infiltrating
the position once held by part-time
college students does nothing for
the social structure of the college but ·bust students - and as long as
they do nothing, the whole college
community will live in a milieu of
apprehension, dread, and continous danger from both elements:
the muggers and the gun-totting
police officers.
Keep in mind that this student is
in no way accusing the security
guards - many of whom are perNOTICE
A
student community
meeting concerning general
education, the need to drop
the failure grade which will
not affect the cumulative
average, and the need to expand academic advisement;
will be held in the Snack Bar
on Tues., Nov. 13, 1972 at
!:40, College Free Hour.

sonal acquaintances - but the fulltime establishment police not wanting to cooperate with the socially
accepted mores prevalent in a
college community. The police
manner and methods of attempting
to catch the offenders is somewhat
absurd, but not uncommon for the
policeman following the strict
codes of "law and order." In some
cases, the campus police come
immediately after the crime is committed, look for a suspicous looking charactor of another sort and
then try to bust him so as not to
loose face with their superiors.
Consider the ·following case in
point: An alumni of the school is
invited to a birthday-party given in
his honor. However, due to his past
political activities on campus he is
asked to leave or face a
misdemenor charge: tresspassing
on private property. Knowing his
rights as an individual in a Democratic society he refuses to comply
with the warning. At this point he is
arrested before his fellow peers.
His argument is how can the campus police declare the college,
which is owned by the state, private
property? An intelligent being
knows that the school belongs to
the PEOPLE - and that includes
any individual until such time that
he/ she revokes that priviledge. The
policemens job is to eliminate the
wave of muggings and hard-core
crime, nothing else.
The only alternative is for we,
the students, to patrol the college in
our civilian clothes and in unmarked cars. so that the culprits
will know that N.S.C. is no place
for crime, beatings, and muggings.
Something must be done
immediately and if the police aren't
going to do it, and the students take
no interest. the oppression will
come from both sides of the fence.

Personal:
FRANKHow can we thank you?

Betty, Debbie, Mary

Rumor Control: A Campus Deterrent, Guns or What Else?
by Jamie McKay
The following is the information
that was compiled on the current
issue of Guns on Campus. The
following
organizations
and
people were contacted in relation
to this subject: I. Harvey Jackson
for S.D.S. 2. Steve Band/ Student
Org. 3. The opinions of a few
concerned students. 4. Father Phil
Merdinger 5. Charles Kimmett,
Assistant to the President 6. Mr.
William Milkes (Head of Security).
Campus Deterrent:
I. The following is the opinion of
S.D.S stated by Harvey Jackson.
A. It is our position that guns
should not be permitted on this
Campus because our security men
are poorly trained in the use of
firearms. But more important,
guns could be potentially misused
particularly when there is student
un-rest. This was clearly shown at
Kent and Jackson State 3 years ago
and then again at the University of
Alberquerque in New Mexico
(Last May)! In all of these incidents, innocent students were
shot. However, we do believe that
well trained Campus Police should
be provided with a non-lethal
deterrent."
2. The following is from the office
of Steve Band and Student Org.
A. "Student Organization at
this time is still totally against the
use of firearms on Campus."
8. The President of Student
Organization's cabinet met the
night of the armed robbery
( JO/ 19 / 72) and unanimously voted
against the use of firearms on Campus. But the facts that they are in
favor of the enlargement of the
Campus Patrol and Security.
8. The President of Student
Organization's cabinet met the

test and gotten "o' officer" put
before their names. The students
fear that the Campus Security and
the Campus Police will get carried
away in an emergency and shoot
someone before trying any other
means to stop them."
C. Majority of students questioned however. do feel that some
device is needed for protection. "No Campus Official should have a
gun on Campus but something has
to be done. The robbery in front of
the Student Center proves it." One
suggestion was to give Security
dart guns which would put people
to sleep, but not hurt them or affect
their eyes. They should be given to
Campus Police only and not the
guards.
D. All the students questions
agreed that they (<;::ampus Patrolman) should have some form of
deterrent when attacked. Guns on
Campus are dangerous and accidents can easily happen.
E. "The majority of students
here at Newark State do not have
an extensive knowledge of the use
of different defense mechanisms,
but all realize the danger of guns. I
think that students feel everyone
has the right to protect themselves.
As another student put it, a gun can
kill a person and if that person dies.
he or she can not be brought back
to live the rest of their lives, if
found innocent."
4. The following are the views of
Father Phil Merdinger on guns on
Campus.
A. "The first question is what
kind of a place are we? Js a college
any different from the rest of
society'?"
8. "Caring about each other. is
what the students and the faculty
do. Not giving a dam and
withdrawing into your own self
and hoping that someone will be
around when you need them,
doesn't work."
ployment opportunities for
C. .. If there is no help among
women, and the education of the
people, then you could arm them
public concerning women m
(Campus Patrolman) with canprisons.
nons, and things would still remain
In the course of the year, Femthe same."
Lib hopes to distribute valuable inD. "If other alternatives are
formation relating to the work of
tried and fail, then maybe the
the Feminist Movement in general,
(continued on page JO)
and also to distribute specific
results of what Fem-Lib projects
are doing for you as a student on
campus. T he group hopes that such information will lead to
seriou s t hinkin g a bout the
Women's Movement and about
byline by Jill Slonim
ways each of us can commit
Up until last spring, the parking
ourselves to goals which support
situation at Newark State College
efforts towards equality between
was bad. Since then, construction
the sexes.
has begun for a new building in
If anyone would be interested in
Bruce parking lot, and this week a
joining Fem-Lib, or want some
barricade was put up in Willis lot
more information on the
for another project, making the
organization, their first meeting
parking situation unbearable.
will take place on -Thursday,
According to a recent survey
November 2, at 1:40 P.M . in the
taken on campus, it was deterT. V. Lounge. All are welcome to
mined that students arrive at the
attend.
college earlier than they have to in
order to obtain a decent parking
space. By 8 o'clock both of the
"favorite" lots, Willis and Bruce.
are filled . This causes students to
claims to support an objective seek a 5pace in Kean or D' Angola
press, but supports censorship in lot, inconvenient to most classes,
Saigon. It is Nixon who claims to or in the-remote, unpaved Vaughnsupport open-elections, but im- Eames lot. Several of the students
plicity supports the jailing of can- explained that as the weather gets
didates who try and run against colder they will try to park in the
Mr. Thieu. It is Nixon who sup- locale of their classes, but now that
ports law and order, but supported is impossible unless one arrives at
and praised the Wall Street har- dawn.
Sometimes. students are so desdhats for assaulting and beating up
students. It is Nixon who invaded · parate to park their cars when their
Cambodia and created an at- classes are about to begin, they are
mosphere where students would be forced to park illegally. Doubleshot to death at Kent and Jackson parking, parking in the yellowlined faculty sections and "making
State. Yes, Nixon is the one.
The war must end in Viet Nam. her own spaces" as one student
not only by pulling out the military called it, lead to $3 tickets and
machine, but by wrenching out dented fenders.
(continued on paKe 10)
(continued on paKe 10)

night of the armed robbery
( JO/ 19/ 72) and unanimously voted
against the use of firearms on Campus. But the fact is that they are in
favor of the enlargement of the
Campus Patrol and Security.
C. As far as the Rutgers
situation is , concerned Student
Org. Feels that the student input
there was not effectively used. and
N.S.C. should continue it's practice of student involvement in
decision making for the entire
Campus Community.
D. The following is a direct
quote from Steve Band, Pres. Stud.
Org.
"The man that develops an effective deterrent for use on this Campus, which will not harass the
students will be our Campus Hero,
whether it be Mr. Milkes or Lou ·
Stravakis."
3. The following are the opinions
of Newark State College students
who were interviewed concerning
the issue of guns on Campus. They
wish to remain anonymous.
A. The students overall opinion
to guns on Campus was negative,
but answers concerning the use of
different types of deterrents on
Campus were varied.
8. "Pistols should not even be
given to Campus Police, and
especially not to a group of men
who have passed a Civil Service
test and gotten o' officer" put
before their names. The students
fear that the Campus Security and
the Campus Police will get carried
away in an emergency and shoot
someone before trying any other
means to stop them.
8. "Pistols should not even be
given to Campus Police, and
especially not to a group of men
who have passed a Civil Service

The Feminist Voice
by Kathy Enerlich
A new feminist ideals on campus
which, in essence, will change conditions that hinder women from
developing their full human potential. The organization wishes to
produce a certain awareness in
people, so they see themselves as
total individuals, rather than just
as males and females. Don't be
misled, Fem-Lib is not only an
organization for women. The
group will be open to both wo men
and men of N.S.C., who will be
willing to participate in some of its
projects, and who will offer suggestions and new ideas for the advancement of the organization.
Linda Podoleski, one of the
organizers of Fem-Lib, has
suggested several projects the
group can choose from for their
first endeavor. These include:
planned parenthood on campus,
fighting any restrictive abortion
law in New Jersey, better day care
facilities on campus, equal em-

Notes of a Radical
by· Harvey Jackson
Elsewhere in this paper is a half
page ad supporting there-election
of President Nixon, better known
as Tricky Dick in some quarters.
The advertisement takes a look at
his record. Let us all take a look at
his record, especially in relation to
Viet Nam.
It is Nixon who has prolonged
the war for "fo_ur more years." It is
Nixon who claims to support
democracy but supported the 1971
one-man election in Saigon. It is
Nixon who claims to represent the
majority, but had to watch a football game while thousands
demonstrated against the war outside his window. It is Nixon who

"But the
Parking . .. !"
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Hassled
Construction on the new bu ilding is progressing at a snail's pace.
When finished. it will create the
ability, on the part of the college, to
congest and confuse the lives of the
present students and faculty
members even more, which was
hitherto thought impossible. The
argument is not against the increasing of facilities, but against
the planning board or lack of one
that the college utilizes. The
slowest period for a college and the
best time to build is during the
summer. When electric demands
aren't great and lights are really not
that necessary. Yet, the amount of
building during that time was
nominal. Does'the college go out of
its way to antagonize students? No
one is notified; yet, the saw horses
are moved to create a hazardous
traffic flow . Overseen by a guard
who doesn't appear to know which
way the traffic should flow, only
that the cars have to keep moving.
Why are the buildings being built
right next to the existing ones? ls
the college planning to eliminate
on-campus parking completely?
Newark State College-students
pay to learn; shouldn't you help by
easing their minds? The burden of
study is difficult enough . Why add
to it?

Kathleen Re/ton

Deadly Art
To the S tudents of NSC:
M arch a n d ra lly for a n e nd to the

racist oppression found in our
government's foreign and domestic
tic policies.
On Saturday, November 4th ,
meet these atrocities headlong and
face the reality o• their existence.
Standing in the doorway to
peace i!J Viet Nam, thanks to the
diminishing demands of the North
Vietnameese, has drawn away the
eyes of the people from the indiscriminate, bombing of Vietnameese· hospitals, schools, and
villages, as weJ.l as the criminal
attempts to cause massive flooding
by bombing the dikes, and the continual systematic destruction and
subordination of all Southeast
Asian
p e op I e
by
the
MYSTERIOUS AND DEADLY
AR T OF IM P ER IALISM, and
Nixon is the sorcerer of it all.
T he Nixon administration has
played an important role in the
control of the destiny of the
Southeast Asian's and their ability
to supply their own means, both
politically and economically, to
govern themselves in their own
interest.

The Constitution dictates fhat
we have the right to unite and
demand correction in areas where
the government has errored.
If you believe that the world is
round and that all men and women
are brothers and sisters, you can afford to sacrifice a day to your
beliefs.
Come to the demonstration on
November 4th at Lincoln Park ,
Newark and march to Nixon's
headquarters (Robert Treat
Hotel).
With love.
Newark State YIPPIES

Think Twice
To The Editors:
Re: Michael Hyduke
Gay Coalition is entitled to
Student Organization funds since
their constitution was ratified a few
weeks ago at a Student Cou nc il
meeting. Since I know you belong
to an honor society, why don't you
do the same thing if you want a
"handout" also. Us Gays are not
cheap to pay dues as you accuse us
of. Going to Newark State we pay
enough dues (as everyone else
does) and we get paid back with insults.
I would suggest to you to take
back what you said about Student
Org. subsidizing perverse
programs such as Gay Coalition and the "encounter" charlatanry.
There are some students on this
campus who think they are worthwhile programs.
lf you consider us a nd other
groups as being Robin Hoods, then
you should think twice a bout what
you wrote. Out of igno ra nce, yo u
conposed a letter which did not
make any sense. I advise you, the
great Sheriff of Notthingham, to
find out more a bout the facts
before you start writing.
Jane Rynkiewicz

Danger!
CAMPUS NEGLIGENCE
by Kathleen Re/ton
Picture the head lines, "girl
molested while walking to her car,
boy beaten and robbed while walking to parked vehicle". Not to be
unfair to administration, after the
first few instances of this sort, we
are sure the parking situation will
be improved. However, why
should we have to wait until we are
beaten, molested or both. Before
the administration takes notice of
the fact that poor lighting and distant parking are not concurrent
with safety. Although the adm1mstration hires guards to
protect the buildings and grounds,
these guards seem to be more
concerned with the buildings then
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the safety of the students. When
they are made to leave their warm
buildings the y can be very impolite
and nasty to students and visitors.
it should be remembered that the
reputation of the institution is
spread by students and visitors and
lately that reputation is not a good
sound. These are changing: times
eighteen to twenty one year olds
are no longer quiet and docile
people who say, yes sir and no sir ..
Today's college generation ·has to
work in order to afford a college
education. Since they are paying
they should have a decent place to
park, instead of wasting twenty five
minutes looking for a place to park
then having to walk up to a mile to
reach their class. What is a parking:
sticker for if one has to park out of
the college limits.

A Plug
Doug Lowy.
I would like to take this opportunity to submit to the
freshman class the name of Dough
Lowy for class president. I am
making this personal recommendation because I feel he has the
capability of being a fine student
leader. He has expressed that one
of the greatest needs of the class of
'76 is to get together and develop a
working
unit
of Friends.
Sometimes the loneliest person in
the campus community is a
Freshman because he or she has
just left a high school environment
of friends to enter a new world.
One of Mr. Lowy's main goals is to
try to create programs to end such
problems.
In conclusion, I feel that Doug
has the energy and personality to
be an asses! to Student
Organization Executive Board.
Please take this opportunity to
be an active member of your class
a nd vote November 2. Help the
graduati ng class of 1976 one of
Newark State's fi nes .
Best wishes,
Steve Band

Wet
Dream
To The Editor
Re Mike Golas:
If you're ashamed of your own
piss, then you've got a really pissy
life.
Harvey Jackson

A Fable:
The Tool and
Die .Factory ·
by Montgomery Crist
Once upon a time there was a
factory where they stored and
produced nice shiny tools. In this
factory they put together story
books, which they sent out to be
published . This service was supposedly free, but some companies
gave them money for allowing:
them the opportunity to publish
these books. With this gold the factory held parties, brought horses
and other such essentials and they
still had money.
As a benefit for their ret ired employees they set up another factory.
that chew pictures for the company, which published the story

What the Hell Is
This Community
Coalition?
hy Leo Stakiss
2nd part of a series
Upon reaching the bridge you
could see the profiles of a group of
people milling around Willis Hall.
They were chanting but their voices
were still too distant to understand
the words. The jerks were protesting again.
Determined not to let those
filthy, dirty slobs keep you from
class. You took a flyer, to appease
them, and proceeded to class. Once
inside the building. you riped it to
SHREDS and felt safe again.
Christ, you could still hear them
yelling even in the classroom . The
teacher tried to conduct class as
normal, but those hoodlums came
into class and asked permission to
speak. You were glad when the
teacher threw them out. You
always knew that Dr. Hunson was
an all right guy.
There were about four people
who did leave class to join the
strike but you were glad when they
left. These four people looked.
smelled, and acted just like the
jerk~ that were striking. They were
always a nuisance in class. asking
the teachers questions that they
could not answer. just wasting
everyone's time. They did not want
to learn as you did, you always take
notes, but they were there just to
evade the ARMY: They should get
drafted and do their fighting and
killing in the army. not here at
school.
Class only lasted IO minutes
because there was too much noise.
a nd only a few people showed up.
You believe the other people stayed
home to avoid trouble.
Walking out of Willis. you heard
a fire alarm, there was no fire but
someone was playing games. In
front of Willis the crowd picked up.
You guessed they bused the people
in from New York. You know they
were riot students but professional
STRIKERS.
They all had signs, some were:
"WE WANT OUR COMPATENT
FACULTY
TO
TEACH. GET RID OF THE
DEAD WOOD " "This sign was
not bad, but you saw a girl carrying
a sign which read: "STR IKE NOW
STUDENTS: WE'RE GETTING
F-ED OVER". The sign fitted the

way the girl looked , you thought.
Much to your dismay, you saw a
few people who were thought to be
friends; carrying signs. they asked
you to carry a sign also, but you
politely refused and walked away.
They were not your friends
anymore.

books. Alas the company decided
to hold a festival for the weak and
crippled of ye Yonder town which
would entertain the people. Ye
Yonder town never saw this
money, but. there were more
horses and more parties and other
such essentials. Low and behold
the people said "Where is all our
money goint tor'
To save the day came a hoard of
snivling toads which were very suspicious in nature. Day after day
these toads harrassed and annoyed
the factory by deficating: on all the
nice shiny tools. which then
became dirty and rusty. The toads
will continue ti! the factory ceases
to charge for the story books and
the handicap get the gold they
deserve: then everyone will live
happily ever after.
P.S. Then the toads will no
longer be snivling.
The # I Lizard

The quick

The College Health Service is again offering free to all freshmen
STUDENT GIFT PAX KITS. The kits contain samples from such companies as Bristol-Myers. Tampax. Proctor & Gamble. Carnation. ColgatePalmolive, etc. This good-will promotion of leading U.S. manufacturers
has been packaged by GIFT-PAX . INC.. West Hempstead. New York and
has been made available each year on a first-come basis.
The College Health Service is located in the right wing of the bookstore
building and is open Monday thru Fridav from 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. '
Come early. while the supply lasts. and show your 1. D. card to receive your
Student Gift-Pax.
J. Pedersen. R.N.

COO RDINATO R OF HEALTH SE RVICES

Box Office
Now· Open
for

'' 1776''
lobby of T.P.A.
NSC studentsOne ticket free.
All Others:
$2.00 & $1.00
GETYOUR
TICKETS EARLY!

Teach
Yourself
Study Skills
Quick Calculus
Math Shortcuts
Accounting Essentials

Interpreting
Test Scores
Quick
Medical Terminology
Clear Writing
Business Math
Business Statistics
Statistics
Money in the Economy

_ Logarithms

proven way with

lllilll

(! Self-Teaching

EJ76

Guides

Paperback $2.95-$3.95

Look for them at
your local
bookstore

TERM PAPERS

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date,
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to
cover postage and handling.

WEALSO WRITE
CUSTOM MADEPAPERS.

Termpaper Researc:h
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
" We need a local salesman"
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SPONSORS

Monday, November 27 - Friday, December 22,

IN THE LITTLE GALLERY
OF THE ·STUDENT CENTER
REQUIREMENTS:
(1) You must be a member of NSC college community.
(2) Any form·of photographic image will be accepted.

(3) Every work will be displayed, but be critical
and submit only the best.
(4) Material must be show readied; mounted, framed, etc ... There are no prizes, for each piece
is a very important part of the
photographer, and we feel
unqualified to rate the works.

Purpose:
for the enjoyment of the Community
For more information Contact the
Independent Office at 355-0174
or Come to the office in-the
Student Center Building.
,

Pictures may be sold at the display ·

. T·f -IANKS-HOPE TO HEAR FROM YOl.J Al JI,.·
I )l◄:AJJl~INE: NOVEMBER 17, 1972 (~,RIJ )A Y)
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w,.,
by Bob Travaglione
The time had moved on, I
figured it was 12 noo n. No clouds
were visible and the whole sky
looked like a giant blue do me.
About a mile away there was a car
a pproa ching a nd I figured it was
about time to try for a ride. It was a
little yellow Opel a nd as soon as he
was in good visi ble di sta nce I tried
to attract his attentio n. It was a
good tactic, for in two minutes we
were passing the territory I
wouldn't ha ve seen in the ne xt
fifteen.
If there a re any set specifications
as to what a camper should look
like, Bruce was sure to be a prime
example. Over six foot in length .
with a bronze wind beaten face,
furry mustache and tree trunk
brown eyes, he was certainly a n impressive stud y of what manhood is
all about. Right from the beginning
I noticed he was quiet, seemingly
always in deep thought. The lines
of his forehead were definite,
probably from his constant habit
of ra1smg his eyebrows m
wonderment of nature.
Looking into the rear of his
midget station wagon, I spotted a
well used looking backpack ,
lantern, and fishing rod. Closest to
the seatback were three assorted
pairs of heavy boots. I questioned
him on what is the need for so
much footgear. His answer reinforced my opinion of the manner of
man I had met up with. "Well one
pair are for hiking, and the set
made of leather and rubber are for
fishing and the pair with the thick

soles an d 3 inch high heels I use for
sky j um ping." "S ky jumping, I exclaimed, you do that too?" "Oh. it's
my job. I work in t he Sawtooth
mountai ns of Ida ho, and I am what
yo u call a smo kejumper. When the
tower spots a blaze, our team
boards a small plane a nd we are
d ro pped at the perimeter of the
fire. From here we cut away trees
and shrubs, creating a barren fi reproof ring around the entire inferno." From this point, due to my
constant prodding, Bruce gave a
little summary of his ad ventures.
We traveled west across Wyo ming for three hours until we spotted
signs for Flaming Gorge Nationa l
Recreation Area. Bruce was
interested in exploring the la nd and
invited me along. He turned the
wheels south a nd we were soon kicking up dust o n the pebble road . It
was one of the quietest a reas, on
the earth. Really dead still, birds
floated over mountains behind
mountains. Bruce suddenly pulled
off the road and reached into the
glove box for a pair of binoculars.
He was also a bird nut. Out with
the double telescope, came a book
on birds of the Western United
States. My bird watching companion was very thorough in
method, he named every passing
feathered creature a nd made note
in a book that was alread y overflowing with past observations.
This personage went as far as even
knowing the flight habits, wind factors and wing formation . Bruce is a
guy that is constantly renewing his
image as an incredible person, hit-

ting t his companion wi th ma ny exa mples of hi s vast knowledge of
nat ure. It was now sunset and it
was apparent that we should start
making preparations for the coming night. The first place we
checked for a suitable campsite was
the banks of the go rge itself. To ou r
displeasu re, there was a public
camp already bui lt, complete with
bat hrooms. electrici ty, and large
motor boats dotting the lake. In
complete ag reement we parked the
ca r, mou nted o ur pac ks a nd set out
on foot. T he area was semi-desert,
with a few shrubby type trees, a nd
sand y soil. We mea ndered over a nd
around a half doze n mounta in
hills. Spotting a large secti on of
trees we headed directly for it in
hopes of finding water. Sure
enough, a small fast strea m cut the
woods into two halfs. We set up the
tent in a clea ring immediately
following the fo rest to provide us
with a clear view of the stars of the
darktime. Supper was sim'ple and
very tasty.
Sardines,
bread
wrapped around a stick a nd steaming hot coffee. At nine o'clock it
was time to retire into our cool,
billowy down bage. We tied back
the front flaps and opened the rea r
window fully. A gentle breeze
slidded in through the front and
created smooth waves in the nylon
that covered us. The night was as
bright as dreary daytime for there
were more stars than we could ever
begin to count. Sleep closed in
quietly, and swiftl y overpoweringly. Flash, it was suddenly
over, the sun was ascending, turning the distant snow caps into a
glittery white light . Camp was
broken down and breakfast
became j ust a memory by seven
and our exploration of the· area
continued. Suddenly our passage
was blocked by a cattle drive heading right down the road toward us.
After the slow moving dela y we
pulled off the shoulder and blended
into the upcoming scenery. We
followed a U-shape pattern
through Flaming Gorge, hitting
the interstate about fift y miles west
of where our exit was made. I was
now enjoying the last few minutes
of Bruce's companionship. for in
ten miles he would cut off the
highway in a northwest direction
toward Idaho. Pa rting time ca me
all too quickl y and I was suddenly
watching the yell ow car climbing a
slight hill a nd fa de lower a nd lower
once over its summit.

The Newar k State College Perfonning Arts: .Council has two
openings for membership. A
vacancy exists forn faculty member
from the art department and a
fac ulty member at large (from anv
academ ic area).
·
The Perform ing Arts Council is a
sta nding committee of the college.
It is concerned with the promotion
of cultural programs for entertainment value, but with a deeper
view towards bringing people
together through understanding
and sharing of art forms. Individuals interested in applying for
membership to the council. please
notify Don Maroun, Student Activities Office. Coll ege Center
Building.
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active Campus Patrolmen, and
there are five people in training."
ff "The requirements to be a
Campus Patrolman are as follows:
future. They realize crime is on
a. Pass a Civil Service Test a nd
Campus and the hope is that they
Physical
will reccommend a viable solution
b. Go through a rigid interview.
to deal with crime on Campus. But
c. Complete a course at a New
it is stressed that the Task Force is
Jersey Police Academy
there to bring out all the facts to the
d. Once on the job, a four
surface."
month Probationary period and
C. "We are not committed to
staying in the job for one year
guns on Campus, but are looking
before promotion.
for an adaquate deterrent."
e. You can be washed out at any
D. "The President has an
of the levels above.
obligation and responsibility for
E. "The Campus Patrolman go.
the protection of life and property
through an 11 week accredited
on Campus. He is also responsible . New Jersey Police academy. Upon
for exploring all alternatives. But
graduation they are qualified
he also has a responsibility to the
Policeman in this state as far as
Campus Patrolman, to make sure
training is concerned. They are
that he (Campus Patrolman) is
trained in all aspects of Police work
adequatly equipped."
and are qualified in the use of
E. "As far as the incident of firearms."
armed robbery, on October 19,
F. "Foundations are being laid
1972, this is just one incident of for a more complete and unified
many that wiU be submitted to the
Security Department and Campus
Task Force for evaluation."
Police Force. In this, they are lookF. "After aU the facts are
ing to improve the outlook and
presented and thoughly gone over,
caliber of the Security and Campus
by the Task Force and the
Patrolmen."
President, the ultimate decision
These are the facts and opinions
will lie with the Board of Trustees.
presented to the Student Body to
6. The following is from the office
read and take in any spirit they
of Mr. William Milkes (Head of
please. They are true accounts and
Security).
not pre-fabricated. Any questions
A. "An instrument should be ismay be directed to Jamie McKay in
sued to the Campus Patrolman to
Rumor Control - 289-2101.
defend his life with."
B. "The decision to arm Cam- ·
Kay Acoustic Electric Guitar. 3 pickups. 3
pus Patrolmen will not be made by
tone & 3 volume controls. $55.00. Catt Bob
me, but by the Board of Trustees."
at 353-8926.
C. "At this time .there are five

Rumor Control
(continued from page 6)
argument would bevalid."
E. "As long as there are students
who don't really care about school,
as long as they get to their class and
get a degree, then the basic
problem of Campus Security will
never be solved."
F. "Campus Security has the
right to defend themselves, but
weapons other than lethal ones
should be utilized."
5. The following is from the office
of Charles Kimmett, Ass. to the
Pres.
A. "There is a Presidents Task
Force on Security formed to investigate the security needs on Newark
State College. Their first meeting
will be on Tuesday, Oct. 31st, at
which time the Task Force will
begin it's investigation into security ·
needs here on Campus. The Task
Force consists of eight members;
Two from the Administration, two
from the Faculty, and four Student
representives. (Two of which are
under-grad, one part time, and one
grad student.) Mr. William Milkes
will be an ex-offico member, there
· to present facts to the Task Force
and not having a vote. The student
complaint to the Task Force is that
there is not sufficient student input.
They could be solved by public
hearings."
B. "The hope is that the Task
Force will bring to the surface all
the facts - · past, present, and

Costa Do Sol
Rose

Notes of a Radical
(continued.from page 6)
American economic interests in
Viet Nam which would like to see
the war go on. That's right, God,
mother, and apple pie must come
also.
In a poem by lam Boyden, we
find out what Nixon must say every
night before he goes to bed in his
mansion:
Gentle Jesus, bless each bomb
We drop today on Viet Nam
And keep our helicopters safe
From natives they.fly low to strafe.
Lord of life, increase our skill
to build up added Overkill
And let no pac(fist decry
The Strontium-90 in our sky
Heavenly Father, we entreat
Let no one sell the Cubans wheat,
And grant us power to chastise
All insubordinate allies.

Holy Spirit, give us grace
To win the guided missle race,
And help our scientists amass
Vast arsenals of germs and gas.
From further dwindling, Lord,
preserve
Our ever-shrinking gold reserve,
And we beseech Thee, come what
may,
Let overseas investments pay.
The world's most upright Christian
land,
We ask these blessings at Thy
handBe Thine the glory, Lord on high,
When women weep and children
die.
Amen
Next week: The Future of
Consciousness

"But the Parking
(continued from page 6)
An aggravated co-ed related
what happened to her car last week
in Kean lot. "I arrived at 8:45 for
my 9:25 class and was forced to
park in the Kean lot since a security
guard did not allow any more cars
to enter Bruce lot. There were
plenty of spaces in the lot, so I
parked and went to my class. At
12:05 when I returned, a car had
parked diagonally in front of my
car, causing my car to be boxed in."
She continued to explain that after
IO minutes of careful maneuvering,
she thought she was able to get out
of the space, but as she put it, "as I
cautiously left the spot, I took the
car beside mine with me! "
When asked if he liked going to
Newark State, a student said that
he did, but the parking situation is
enough to d iscourage anyone from
being a commuter. Another
commented,
"Newark State's

'"

..

have been avoided, their answers
were quick as if previous thought
was given to them. "I see the large
wooded areas in back of Downs
Hall and the dormitories and
wonder why they aren't used for
new buildings," questioned Sharon
Nieman, a junior. Other students
agreed with her proposal and
added that this property, if not
used for buildings, should be paved
as a parking lot.
One student's idea was unique
but expensive. She suggested having leveled parking as in the Port of
Authority. This large structure
could be built in back of the
Student Center, she explained.
The consensus of those students
interviewed is that the buildings
will probably be necessary as the
college
community
grows .
However, si nce Newark State is a
commuter's college it seems as if a
place for the students' cars is being

great, but the parking@ * % SIi!!"

overlooked. If the proposed new

The students' minds seem to be
preoccupied by the parking
problem. When asked if they had
any suggestions as to how it could

buildings will continue to cover the
parking lots, the students wonder if
there will be anyone at the college
to use them.

Catholic
Campus
Community

Have it.

come and share.

WJi~~y9,ye ~" it.

MASS:
Sundays, 11 a.m.,Whiteman Hall
Thursdays, Free Hour,
Old Parking Office
in Colfege Center
PRA VER MEETING:
Fridays, 12:15, Chaplains'Office
Book Store Bl.
..pg.
"DROP-IN" HOURS
CHAPLAINS' OFFICE
Monday , 10:30-12:00, Fr. Philip
T_uesday, 3:00-4:00, Fr. Philip
Wednesday,
10:30-11 :30, Fr. Al Berner
Call anytime: Ext. 2294.
•

SHE: I painted the book case, rocking
chair, window sills and roof
of the dog house. They're all
yellow, including me.
What color's next?
HE: Rose, Harriet .. . have a sip of
Costa Do Sol Rose.

Costa Do Sol vintage rose.
Slightly sweet,refreshing taste.
Estate-bottled and cork-sealed in
quart buckets.

Full Quart
Imported from Portugal

Imported from the Sun Coast of Portugal by the Allens of M. S. Walker, Inc., Boston, Mass.

-
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TOUR I

EUROPEAN STUDY TOUR
.DECEMBER 28 to JANUARY 24
DIRECTOR: ROBERT FYNE-ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
PRICE: $657.00 (includes tuition)
3 c ·R EDIT HOURS
Depart December 28, 1972 by Pan Am Jet to Paris. Arrive morning of December 29. Staying in Paris
for six nights, with New Year's in Paris. Depart Paris by train January 4, visiting Brussels, Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, Frankfort, Frieberg Interlaken, Brig, Zermatt, Milan, Venice, Florence, Rome, Naples, Nice,
Dijon, and return to Paris. Return home via Pan Am January 24, 1973.
Price includes air transportation, transfers from Paris Airport to hotel and return, rail transportation,
hotel accommodations based on double occupancy, including continental breakfast, taxes and
gratuities at all hotels, U.S. Departure tax. NOTE: limited to twenty people.

TOUR II
A GREEK ADVENTURE
JANUARY 3 to JANUARY 25
DIRECTOR: MARY F. LEWIS-HISTORY DEPARTMENT
PRICE: $680.00 (includes tuition)
3 CREDIT HOURS
Depart January 3 by TWA Jet to Athens, where students will study the remains of the Golden Age of
Greece (5th century B.C.): the Parthenon, Erechtheum, Agdra, Temple of Olympian Zeus, and the
National museum. During the second week, the group will travel by chartered bus through the
Peloponnese, Center of the Mycenaen Civilization of Homer and the Tragic poets; also vi~its to Mycenae
and Tiryns. A trip by ferry to Corinnth for two days and then a flight to Crete for the final week to study the
remains of the Minoan Civilization of the second millenium B.C. Return to Athens and return home via
TWA January 25, 1973.
Price includes air transportation, transfers from airport to hotel and return, all land transportation,
hotel accommodations based on double occupancy, including continental breakfasts, taxes and
gratuities at all hotels, U.S. Departure tax. NOTE: limited to fifteen people.

TOUR Ill
PARIS AND THE LOUVRE
DECEMBER 28 to JANUARY 24
DIRECTOR: CARLA LORD-ART DEPARTMENT
PRICE: $450.00 (includes tuition)
3 CREDIT HOURS
Depart December 28 by Pan Am jet to Paris. Morning trips to explore the Louvre's collections of
Egyptian Art, Greek and Roman antiquities, Medieval art, Renaissance, Baroque through French Impressionist, and Post Impressionist painting. Independent projects during the afternoons. Optional side
trips to Versailles and Chartres.
Price includes air transportation, transfers from Paris airport to hotel and return , hotel accommodations based on double occupancy, including continental breakfast, taxes and gratuities at
hotel, and U.S. Departure tax. NOTE: Limited to twenty people.

TOUR IV
WORKSHOP IN OPEN EDUCATION IN ENGLAND
. ...
JANUARY 6 to JANUARY 28
DIRECTORS: KATHERINE GAINES AND MICHAEL KNIGHTEARLY CHILDHOOD DEPARTMENT
3 CREDIT HOURS
PRICE:_$525.00 (includes tuition)
Depart January 6 by BOAC jet to Glascow. Proceed to Durham , England . During the first two weeks,
participants will intern in an infant and/ or junior school. During the final week, they wi II attend workshops
and lectures given by Her Majesty's inspectors of Durham , England . All of the institute activities have
been designed to provide participants with an in-depth understanding of the ph ilosophical and
psychological assumptions underlying the British Primary School Model. Special attention will be given
to consideration of the changes which may be necessary to facilitate adaptation of this model to the
special needs of American educational situations. The location of the institute, near the famous Durham
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· Cathedrar. ~~ers ~a~icipants an exceptional multi-culture -experience with exposure to museums. litr
raries, lectures and historical sites. Return home via BOAC January 28. ·
Price includes air transportation, transfers, room and board, taxes and gratuities, U.S. departure tax.
NOTE,: Li.mite,d to thirty ~Qple.
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·· HIGHLIGHTS OF CLASSICAL AND MODERN CULTURE IN ITALY
JA.N UARY 11 to JANUARY 26
DIRECTOR: ALEX NOCOLESCU-ART DEPARTMENT
PRICE: $475.00 (includes tuition)
3 CREDIT HOURS
•
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Depart January 11 by Alital_ia jet to Milan. Depart Milan January 14 by private motorcoach, visiting archeological sites, museums, cathedrals, opera houses, etc. in Venice, Florence, Rome, Naples. Additional sightseeing in Verona, Padua, Bologna, Pisa, Purugia, Assisi, Pompei, Sorrento. Return home via
Alitalia January 26. ·
·
Price includes air transportation, transfers, private motorcoach, hotels based on double occupancy,
including all meals, taxes and gratuities at all hotels and U.S. departure tax. NOTE: Limited to thirty
people.

I

TOUR VI
EUROPEAN MUSIC STUDY TOUR
JANUARY 13 to FEBRUARY 3
DIRECTOR: ANNA JEAN BROWN-MUSIC DEPARTMENT
PRICE: $500.00 (includes tuition)
3 CREDIT HOURS
The European Music Study Tour from NSC will be one section of a multi-discipline study of the arts
and music in London, Vienna and Salzburg (or Munich) . The group will observe rehearsals and performances of opera, concerts and theater. The focus of study will be oriented to the major interest of the
various students and will give all students the opportunity to absorb a cultural environment through firsthand experiences.
In New York, Jan. 8 to 13: Students will tour Lincoln Center, attend a rehearsal and a performance of
opera/symphony and attend orientation seminar.
In London, Jan. 13 to 20: A general introduction to the arts will include tours and seminars of
museums, movie studios and centers of art. They will attend a play, a concert and a ballet.
In Vienna, Jan. 21 to 30: Students will attend rehearsals and performances at the Staatsoper, the
Volksoper, the Vienna Boys Choir, and the Philharmonic Orchestra. Tours will include homes of composers, palaces, museums, the Prater and Wienerwald.
Price includes air transportation, hotel accommodations with breakfast, tours, lectures, and rehearsals.

TOUR VII
LONDON T~EATRE, PAST AND PRESENT
JANUARY 4 to JANUARY 18
DIRECTOR: JAY TERAN-ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
PRICE: $360.00 (includes tuition)
3 CREDIT HOURS
Depart January 4, 1973 by BOAC Jet. Arrive London the morning of January 5 and transfer to your
hotel. Enjoy the sights of London and surrounding area for two weeks, including six theatre tickets to .
plays and musicals pre-chosen by your tour director. Return home on BOAC January 18, 1973.
Price includes air transportation , transfers, hotel accommodations based on double occupancy,
continental breakfast, including taxes and gratuities at your London Hotel , U.S. Departure tax. NOTE:
Limited to twenty people.

·..

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Not included in all tours are porters' tips, European departure tax, and all items of a personal nature.
Application forms can be obtained from Mr. Edwin Williams, Coordinator of International Education;
Willis Hall 103 C or from the respective tour directors. All questions regard ing the academic requirements
for each tour should be addressed to the respective tour directors. Si nee all of the tours are contingent
upon the recruitment of anywhere from 15 to 30 students, it is imperative that applicants submit a deposit
no later than November 10 in order to assure a place in the program .
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Autolite Ford, Mopar Chrysler.
AC-GM et. cetera., that on a small
scale already refinish certain small
pa rts like brake linings on th ose
horrendously anti-quated brake
shoes, steering parts, water pumps,
carburetors, and trans. parts.
Recently, an all out effort was
universally a nnou nced by the big
three to launch a new program for
the factory reconditioning of key
components such as Engines and
transmition, hithero handled in
ineffecient factory back-room,
side-line operations. Potential
profit seems vague at this writing to
all whom I've spoken about it, a nd
the fu rther consolidation of indust rial monopolizatio n in regards
to the fixation of prices for these
reconditioned items would certainly be a key consideration.
unless of course, it was government
regulated; highly unlikely an event.
The strongest of this argument
(which, I might add, is not necessarily my own contention) is that
the bulk reconditioning of
automotive parts on a large-scale

operational project would be condusive to lower initial purchasing
price of the car, as its relative worth
would be also determined on
potential future availability in
piece meal form and a profit continuation; when all is said and
done, however, the consumer
would benefit from a better assembled and better engineered
automobile, not one produced with
limited service for a specified
number of years as chief concern.
The parts would have, through
necessity, to be intrinsically
stronger to withstand countless
years of use and reimployment;
cars produced with this rationale as
a basis would be interesting indeed.
A general conservation effect
would doubtlessly res ult, and conditions like these pictures exemplify would also become less and
less a threat to our ravaged earth.
Did you ever wo nder what Horbaly's junkyard and Stuker's over
the isla nd looked li ke one hundred
years ago? If my guess is correct
they were like state parks. 1 believe
in gdting back to the land; but
where the hell is all the land going?
It tears me apart to the greatest
single object of enjoyment for
many, their cars, be a chief deathdealer to the earth in the process.
We relly have to do something
about it. Chow.

fast, a nd that the engine is working
hard. The 903 doesn't th rash. It
doesn't make alot of racket. It
doesn't grunt. It vibrates more than
the CB-750, but not enough to be a
bother. In relati ve quiet, without a
lot of mechanical angst, and in
perfect ease and comfort, the 903
can lope along at 110 mph until you
have to stop for gas. If the bike can
in any way be described as lethal,
the off-hand, casual way in which it
generates unmentionable speed is
the only reason."
· Cycle reports, "The Kawasaki
903 is the first motorcycle in the
world to include in its breathing
system a device for controling
emissions .. . the ' device is a
rebreather. Crankcase fumes are
routed through a m~ ,-type
canister perching on top . > f the
transmission (to separate engine oil
from blow-by) and thence through
a fitting in the floor of the plenum
that feeds filtered air into the carburetors. It's that simple-and it
reduces hydrocarbon emissions by
a full 40%. Interestingly, the 903 is
the first motor vehicle of any kind
that has offered an emission control device without being so
ordered ... The factory engineers
predicted that by 1975 motorcycles
will have to pass some sort of clean
air test ... Kawasaki decided to beat
the legislation to the punch. Which
is why it has such a low compression ratio, and why it has exhaust valve seats that can stand up

to lead-free gasoline. To introduce
a pollution-control device on the
strongest motorcycle ever built is a
masterstroke. If it in any way
affects performance, nobody will
ever know, a nd nobody will ever
care."
It was also fo und that, "The rear
chain o n the 903 is a ¾"-pitch job,
the largest, stoutest chain ever put
on a motorcycle, bigger even tha n
the chain on the Harley-Davidson
Electra-Glide."
T hough the ZI weighs 542 lbs.
during Cycle's test at the drag strip
they logged a best time of 12.52107.52, "two-tenths quicker a nd a
mile and a half faster that a
Kawasaki 750."
Even with all this power and
speed Cycle's decibel meter at 84.3
dB (A), sounded like an Indianapolis Offy. And when it idles,
it sounds like a jeep."
Out on the road Cycle said the
following: "There's this nasty little
road that hurtles down through the
Malibu Mountains towards the
Pacific Coast. In front of you is an
agile, nimble Honda SL-125. They
guy riding it is good . You're right
on his tail on the 903; if ever it was
going to be cement-footed and
inept, this would be the place."
"The guy on the Honda looks
back about halfway down. He has
a hard time believing you're still
there. By the time you dive around
a million switchbacks and reach
the ocean, the guy on the S L- 125 is
dumbfounded. How could a giant
road eater like the 903 ... ? You let
him ride it, back up the mountains
and down again. 'I never felt for a
second that I needed to be on
anything nimbler,' he says when he
gets back. 'I never thought it could
be that easy on a bike as big as this
one."'

~.
by Tom Haluszczak
Allen G's pixs on the refuse cars
are really meani ngfu1; I've always
wondered why certain things
couldn't be reused-things like
heads, manifolds, trans-casings,
rear casings, chassis (never bent,
naturally) and other miscellaneous
items like steering wheels and
brake peddles etc. With proper
refur nishing even cranks and axles
could concievably be used again if
the parent corporation took the
responsibility of reconditioning
their own designs in the interest of
economy and conservatio n of
natural resourses which, acco rding
to our whiz-kid fu turists, a re goi ng
to be depleated in t he short period
of forty to fifty years if we continue
the present rate of consumption.
Retooling for such an endeavor
would obviously be a hairy undertaking, but given the necessary
impetus, like Nader for instance,
l'm sure substantial progress could
be made.
Automobile manufacturers today have a multitude of divisions,

by Mark Hur witz
THE KAWASAKI AL, AGAIN
This is a continuance of last
week's article which covered the
" Why?" behind the new 903cc, 4
cylinder, 4 stroke Ka wasaki Al as
Cycle magazine found it. What this
article will be about is Cycle's road
test impressions of the Zl.
First of all, "You' re running
along at 70 mph; the tach needle
ho-eers just over 4000 rpm. A jolt
up to 5000 brings you to 80 on the
nose. The engine is loafing. You
note that the redline is set at 9000
rpm and your mind gasps: at the
maximum engine speed in fifth
gear, the bike will be covering
ground at the rate of over 140
mph ... Your mind flashes back to
the explanation given by Mr.
Yamada at the factory : they
wanted to build an engine that
would perform well enough to
transport two people in comfort
and with reliability; the fact that it
makes 82 horsepower is almost
coincidental. So coincidentally,
Kawasaki has produced a motorcycle which, with careful assembly
and a perfect tune, will go 140 mph.
You wonder who'll be the first to
go that fast down some interstate."
"You've ridden the Kawasaki
750 Three. It's fast too, but in a
completely different way. It makes
a lot of noise, it vibrates, it wiggles,
and the performance it delivers is
the kind of performance that never
las you forget that you're going

photo by Gerber
"A few days later you' re whistling through the Angeles National
Forest, a symphony of smooth,
slightly blanked high-speed turns.
In front is a Honda CB-750. The
Honda has a slight groundclearance problem going around
left-ha nders... T he
motorcycle
(903) is steady... Even so, al ternating back and forth betwee n the
903 and t he CB-750 shows the
Honda has a handling edge, it is a
small one that surfaces only i11 90mph corners and going down 110mph straightaways. The 750 is fractionally lighter to the touch . Were
the 903 fitted with fresh rear shocks
handling wduld be a toss-up
between the two of them."
"Where the 903 shone was in the
desert, engaging in a battle of
throttle roll-ons against the CB750. The 903 decimated it, in every
gear, at any speed. Rolling on from
110 mph would find the Honda
with little more to give, and 903 sitting down on its suspension and
hauling up to 130-133 mph."
"You trade bikes for 50 miles or
so, and you notice that the Honda
750 is smoother than the 903 vibration-wise. You also notice that
for the first time the 750 seems like
a small bike. You sort of sit on top
of it-with the 903, you sit down inside. Instrumentation is a draw. It
should be-Kawasaki has copied
Honda's practically down to the
length of the speedometer needle. "
"... Your 903 has averaged 42.77
mpg, and it has a range of a bout
140 miles before going on reserve.
The Honda is averaging slightly
lower mileage-38.9-and you're running on low-test, and the Honda
needs premium . Your impressions
begin to solidify, but one thought
overwhelms the rest: give the
Japanese some displacement to

work with, and mircales of tractability and performance blossom.
The 903 is faster that the Mach 4
750-but its mileage is almost
double the 750's, despite its weight
disadvantage. Give the J a pa nese
some displacement a nd they will
build yo u a n engine th at redefines
the outer limits of perfo rmancea nd does it within noise level
limitations that other ma nufa cturers find terrifying, a nd does it on
low-lead or no-lead gasoline. If
you've been wondering if anyone
could build a bike that appealed to
the drive-in go-fasters and the
long-distance tourers and those
sensitive to the quality of the air
and those who enjoy arching like a
whiplash through the mountains;
now you've ridden the 903cc
Kawasaki Al and now you know. A
velvet blunderbuss, and every inch
a King."
LECTURE

N.S.S.0 . will hold the fi rst of a
series of lectures on Nov. 6. 7: 30
P.M . (Mon.) in B-109. Dr. Hesse
will lecture on plants-a specific
topic will be announced later.
Newar.k State Science Org.
N.S.S.0 .
Live Communally

Young fa mily with two small
children looking fo r other fa mi lies
who would be interested in sharing
a large house fo r socio-economic
reasons. Call 335-4212.

Female Roomate(s) Needed to
share a 5-room furnished apartment
in Roselle Park. Washer and dryer
in apt. All types of other goodi_es.
Chance to earn money babys1ttmg
some evenings if desired. Cost
about $25 per week. but can be
negotiated. Call Bonnie, 241-8961.

The Explore Student Organ ization Encounter
Committee presents its Fifth year of programming. Each year new and innovative programs
have been made available to satisfy a variety
of needs and interests. The programs are
open to all members of the college community
and friends of the college generally at no
cost to the participants.
If you are interested in attending any of the
groups please fill out and return the enclosed
form to the Student Activities Office in the
College Center.
Program: Encounter with Jesus
trainer: Father Merdinger
Tuesdays, 3:00 PM
Chaplains Office St. Act. Bldg .
A personal beginning in the art
of prayer and meditation on the person
and presence of Jesus Christ.
Program: Explore
trainers: Marcella Haslam and Don Maroun
Tuesdays, 3:00 PM , CC Meeting Room
An open-ended encounter group dealing with
people, motivation , risk-taking , seeing ,
and feeling. The direction of Explore
. is determined by the participants.
Program: Hatha Yoga
trainer: Integral Yoga Institute
Thursdays, 1:40 P.M. , gym A (dance studio)
A course designed to introduce the participant
to yoga of body and breath mastery; to achieve a harmonious
relationship within the universe of one's mind and body
and to become aware of the corresponding effects this has on
one's psychic system (Wear loose clothing .).
Program: RAJA YOGA FOR CHILDREN
trainer: Ron Meislu
Tuesdays, 7:00 P.M., gym A (dance studio)
A beginning program taught by a disciple of a
famous Indian yogin . Emphasis is on longevity
and spiritual bliss. A three-part course
concentrating on: Introduction to Raja; Finding a guru;
Building a new life style. (Wear loose clothing.)
Program: Personal Growth
trainer: Bob Seamen
Wednesdays, 7:00 P.M., College Center Meeting Room
This group will make use of the Bell and Howell
Encountertapes as a basis for providing
educational experiences through group encounter
and interaction .
Program: Explore in the Evening
trainers: Nancy Schwartz and Joel Marshall
Thursdays, 7:45 P.M. , College Center Meeting Room
Self-explorations through group interaction .
·Experience new ways of understanding and
relating to yourself and others.

Program: Sexual Feelings
trainer: Don Maroun
Wednesdays, 3:00 PM , CC Meeting Room
Sharing of sexual feelings and attitudes
to move towards understanding and
acceptance of you and them.
Program: Group Experience
trainer: Marcella Haslam
Thursdays, 4:00 PM , CC Meeting Room
A group concentrating on the act of
working together, of experiencing shared
feelings, and developing trust. Emphasis
will shift according to the needs of the
group.
Program: Astrology and You
trainer: Jan Jackson
Thursdays, 3:00 PM, Coffee House
Discussion of Astrological signs
and ~ow they influence your personality
and inter-personal relationships.
Program: Turn-off
trainer: Don Maroun
Fridays, 12:30, CC Meeting Room
Hypnosis and alpha conditioning
provide the basis for exploration of
self and alternate states of
consciousness via turning off tension
anxiety arid non-think.
'
Program: Silva Mind Control
trainer: Lee Lazowick - time to be announced
Alpha brain wave control as pioneered by

Jose Silva, of the Institute of Psychogientology.
May be presented as determined by student

interest and cost.
Program: Transcendental Meditation
trainer: Steven Richter
a simple technique which takes the
attention naturally from the ordinary
thinking level to the source of
thought, the inner Being, the
reservoir of energy and intelligence.
Introductory Lectures
Thursday, Oct. 12 1:40 PM I Little Theatre
7:30 PM -. Downs, Lounge
Thursday, Oct. 19 1:40 PM - Little Theatre
7:30 PM - Downs, Lounge
Program: Speed Reading
trainer: David Gold
Tuesday, 1:40 P.-M. , Library 201
Interested in increasing reading speed while
maintaining and improving comprehension and understanding? Good, that's just what we are interested in.

I am interested in these programs

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

return to Student Activities Office
College Center Building

PROGRAM: Women 's Consciousness E!aising
TRAINER: Linda Podoleski
Thursday, 1:40 P.M. , TV Lounge
Discussions dealing with women and their roles
in today's society. Topics included are women
and money, dependency, our bodies, sexuality
and the true meaning of liberations. Women 's
own experiences will be shared.
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Sounder
by Charlie Flynn
Traveling incognito-as a school
moderator-in the company of a
high school social studies class
aboard a chartered, un-entitled
"SOUNDER"-of which I had
forgotten to preview-optimum
conditions for viewing the visual
arts that day certainly weren't
prevailing. If that wasn't enough
the theatre was fiJled with screaming grade children which just added
more to my apathy.
And then "SOUNDER" began . .
Shot on location in the
Louisiana parishes of East
Feliciana and St. Helena, and
concerned with the plight of a
sharecropper family-Depression
1933-the beauty of unremitting toil
and materially barren lives of the
working poor is discovered.
As the simple plot unfolded
before my eyes, whatever negative
feelings resided in me prior
suddenly vanished. It was· as if the
reality and "slice-of-life" portrayal
on the screen made me realize my
complaints were silly and foolish as
the trials and hardships of the
sharecropper were laid bare.
When t_he father of the
household is sent to prison for
stealing food, the mother and
children are forced to eke out a living despite the odds. When he can
be spared the eldest child sets out
on a fruitless search for his father.
During his travels he meets an
understanding and gentle teacher
who makes him understand the ·

value of education. After the father
is finally released from prison and

posed to. It's color is natural and
tmcontrolled. Compared to
literature it presents life in prose
rather than in the deeper essences
of poetry-its people are living portraits.
Paul Winfield as the father is
believable as the source from which
the family draws its strength.
Kevin Hooke as the son, unlike
the typical child actor, paints-a picture of a boy sheltering his inner
feelings to the point of silence, and
only smiling occasionally to give us
hint of the turbulence raging inside.
Location filming is far more pleasant and, more importantly, authentic, according to director Ken Russell whose
Portraying the role of the kindly, new film being released by MGM, "Sa va,;e Messiah. " stars DorothyTutin and Scott Antony,shown here on the
white woman, Carmen Mathews is
coast of England.
also very real. Defying the sheriff
to help the boy track down his
father is not only sentimental but
marvelous- the double role of helping the blacks and of the succoring
angel is so true.
James Best as the white sheriff
"I like to get away from studios Logue wrote the screenplay.
One location highlight came
not of the message film but of the
as much as I possibly can," says
After completing studior and when Ken Russell had to compete
complex barrier blacks continually
bang their heads against happens - Ken Russell. "It's invariably more London shooting on "Savage Mes- with the roars of a young gorilla
pleasant , authentic and shiah", Russell and his movie-mak- and the snarls of a middle-aged
in the real world. It is so accurate.
convenient. It's almost like going ing team went to a host of places in tiger whilst shooting outside their
Janet MacLachlan as the teacher
away on holiday... "'
the South and West of England, in- respective cages at Clifton Zoo,
moves in a state of tremendous love
For non-stop worker Russell cluding Arundel and Horsted just outside Bristol. Russell,
truly educating those in her charge.
this must rank as the over Keynes, Suxxex; Weymouth and· needless to say, won the day.
She is committed which today is
statement of the year. But, since he Portland, Dorset, Bristol, and Especially after he had arranged
quite rare indeed.
is never really happy unless he is Bath Somerset for location for the two animals to have an exIn the role of the wife is Cicely
busily making a picture, as far as he filming.
tra feed as a reward for taking part
Tyson who gives the black woman
is
concerned, every day's a
Actor Scott Anthony, who plays in the picture!
her due. Unlike the male fantasy of
holiday...
the key role of French sculptor
Easter vacationing students
the black woman cluttering the
This current "holiday" was for
Henri Gaudier-Brzeska in the film. from Bristol University and the
screens today, Miss Tyson's porthe making of MGM's "Savage spent four hours on top of a
Bristol Old Vic Theatre School
trayal is REAL. The same white
Messiah," in which producer- precarious 25-foot-high statue in appeared as Edwardian 'ex tras' in
society that denied her husband the
director Russell stars Dorothy the Bristol University Building various scenes, as did the small
law and jobs forces her into the role
Tutin, Scott Antony and Helen (coubling for the Louvre Museum children of Ken Russell and star
of the breadwinner-bending under
Mirren. Peter Vaughan, Michael in Paris) doing'takes' and 'retakes.'
Dorothy Tutin.
the yoke of scrubbing floors, washGough, Lindsay Kemp and John as an exasperated Attendant ( Peter
Ken Russell himself appeared as
ing other people's laundry and
Justin also portray important Vaughan) attempted to bring him a portly, cloaked. top-hatted
floors-does exist in the real world.

At the Movies:

No One Will Know, Except Me

Sweating

under

the

hot

the family is once again together, Southern sun while working,
the son is made to realize that he dressed in rags and hand-meshould seek out and study with the downs Cicely Tyson finally gives
teacher in order to break the bonds the black woman a sense of beauty
whose tale has never been told.
that his parents are trapped in.
"SOUNDER" offers nothing
Modern
man
versus
spectacular as far as filming techni- "SOUNDER". Go and see the
que is concerned. But it isn't su - difference. See "SOUNDER".

roles.
The film is the story of the haunting relationship between a young
French sculptor, Henri Gaudier Brzeska, and a Polish woman twice
his age, Sophie Brzeska, and is set
in Paris and London shortly before
the First World War. Christopher

down. "It's tough at the top," he
gagged as he clung on ready for the

Music Review:

Knocking at the
Chamber Door

The Performing Arts Trio

photo by Zentek

THE ACADEMIC RESEARCH
GROUP, INC.
240 Park Avenue
Rutherford, N.J . 07070
(201) 939-0189

REPORTS, PAPERS, RESEARCH MATERIAL
Personal Service. Low Rates.
Call, write, or come in.
Mon-Fri.: 9-4. Sat.: 10-3.

NOTICE

All books left at the Used Book Exchange may be picked up by .
November 7, 1972, from the Office of the Dean of Students, Room T107.

The books not picked up by Wednesday, November 7, 1972 will be
donated to a worthy institution.

by Paul Nebenfuhr
Last Thursday provided a
pleasant evening for all who could
appreciate the gentle art of
chamber music. For the Newark
State Music Department, in a continuing series of cultured music
presentations, featured the "Performing Arts Trio," who gave a
scholarship fund benefit recital at
the "Little Theater." The three
underscored musicians were Louis
H. Huber on violin, W. Ted Hoyle
playing the 'cello, and Herbert
Golub on piano. After intermission
the trio transformed itself into a
quartet upon the addition of
Gerard Matte, playing viola.
The program presented was a
varied one. The first piece performed was Beethoven's introduction and ten variations on
"!ch bin der Schneider Kakadu".
op. 121a. To be polite, this selection was not one of the romantic
masters greater efforts, ranking it
in my own personal Beethoven hit
parade somewhere around his
"Wellington's Victory March."
However, the mus1c1ans encountered some difficulty in coordinating their efforts, the key in
many cases to a successful performance of this art form.
All problems were forgotten and

passenger alighting from a railway

carriage at Horsted Keynes
twentieth 'take'.
Station. "As far as l was concerned
Bristol brought back many · I was a famous stage illusionist on
happy memories for Dorothy my way to my next theatrical
Tutin, since it was with the Bristol engagement," he explained, "but,
Old Vic that she played many of of course, no one will know that exher earlier roles back in the 'fifties.
cept me ... !"

forgiven, however, when the
ensemble went on to their ne xt
selection; Mozart's "Trio in Bb
Major," k. 5p2. Mozart's style
reflects chamber music as its best;
never bombastic, _given only to
short bursts of what one critic has
called "civilized emotion", very
cohesive, and always accompanied
by Mozart's own delicate sublime
touch of genius. Mr. Golub,
Newark States' own chairman' of
the Music Department, was always
in full control of the keyboards,
most important in performing any
of this classicists work.
After this exemplary performance, intermission followed.
Curious at the near-full house, and
indeed wondering whether a
renaissance of the classics was in
the making, this reviewer polled a
number of the students present.
Some people were indeed delighted
with the performance, but sad to
say, most people viewed their
attendance as something of a chore
to be performed, much like taking
out the garbage. Comments like "I
wouldn't be here if I didn't have to"
I guess its okay, if you like this kind
of thing'' seemed to refer to the
music departments requirement
that all students must see a certain
number of varied musical presen-

tations as a part of their grade. This
attitude seems to me to be one of
the many obvious failures of our
liberal education system. But I
digress.
After the intermission was the
scholarship presentations. The
recipients of the scholarships were
Sonya Menendez and Nicholas
Bayek.
The second half of the program
followed. The last piece played was
G. Faure's "Quartet #2 in g minor,"
op. 45. The composition reflects
the Impressionists influence
dominant when this number was
composed, where the main focus
was in depicting pictoral images
and moods. The second movement
(Allegro Molto) is a frenzied theme
and variations, ascending into the
quiet reverie of the third movement
(Adagio non tropo). The ensemble
performed the piece superbly, and
were enthusiastically applauded
for their efforts.
All in al( a satisfying evening. If
anyone waritS to further explore
what the college has to offer in the
world of the classics, Handel's
"Messiah" will be presented on
Dec. I as part of a continuing
Newark State tradition .

TUTORS NEEDED *
MATH & READING. 1-3
STUDENTS
DAILY,
MALE & FEMALE. CAR
NECESSARY. CALL: 2336122 BETWEEN NOON
AND 6 P.M.

by Alex Malawka
. get the single and soon you'll buy
Our "Garden State" has an apple the album.
growing in it's capital. Make sense?
"Help us All" begins the second
No, huh? Well, you gotta side of this current effort with no
understand that their are two
apparent let-up, either lyrically or
seedlings, named Lon and Derek
musically. "Sunshine," and,
Van Eaton respectively, who have "Another Thought," finish up the
as their homebase good 'ol Tren- album and in turn prove to be The
ton, N.J. These two gents should
Key. "Sunshine" being a gentle
help put the city back into the· rocker, while "A nother Thought"
public view. With their premiere goes more the ballad route. Perfect
album entitled, BROTH ER (Apbalance is The Key. . Balance is
ple SMAS 3390), Lon a nd Derek
lyrics and in music from two
prove that flowers a nd organized
brothers from Jersey. Don't that
crime aren't the only things which
beat all? Get it, it's good .
have a literal foothold in Jersey.
BROTHER on Apple. Have a bite.
Their initial music was born in
What a cute album! It's one you
Trenton. In the first floor of their could give your older sister and
home, (just to get the facts
won't have to worry about her bestraight).
ing offended. What album is it? It's
Combining eloquent harmonies
them English guys who call
and light musical back-ups, Lon
themselves Lindisfarne. The album
and Derek give the listener quite a
is entitled, DINGLY DELL
musical suprise. Side one begins (Elecktra 75043). Be warned
with the down home song (facts though! I think it's a different
above) called, "Warm Woman". group than the other gro up who
had an album last year. If not,
Both lyrically interesting, ("young
woman, all words are lies"), and , though, one'd think the name
vocally appealing, the brothers would be changed to protect the inhave set the pace for their other ef- nocent. The trouble is, perhaps,
forts soon to follow. " Without the that someone probably kept reminLord" picks up the beat musically ding them that they were Linand proves that the brothers can disfarne and should extend
indeed write rather serious verse, themselves this particular way.
("how does a man feel or Too, bad, it doesn't come off that
see ... without the Lord?'') and still well.
The album does, however, have
remain quite musical throughout it
bright spots. Most of them are supall. Side one ends with the song,
plied by Alan Hull, guitarist,
"Sweet Music," released as a single
with production assist by George lyricist and singer. However, even
Harrison. If you're somewhat he only comes across well on his
skeptical about this review, then _ own stuff. Witness the first three

songs, minus the semi-interesting
instrumental. "All Fall Down "
"Bring Down the Government:"
and "Poor Old Ireland". They are
his creations and they create
themselves. They -give the album
some form and substance and
"carry power". Maybe because
they're in some ways political and
handled as gentle, lyrical offerings
they get their message across.
Nobody likes having his head beat
in politically, or having his senses
raped with ''let's get together a nd
burn it down, yeah, yeah, yeah"
junk.
Hull accomplishes his
musical escapade into politics
without stomping you in the act.
"Poor old planet" for Ireland's
plight and recognizes it as being
symbolic of our "poor old
universe". Go, Alan, go!
The other song which is ·the
album's savi ng grace is entitled ,
"Don't Ask Me", by Rod
Clements. It seems Rod may be asking himself "Why put out this
album" , and answering his own
question. It is a good question and
one I'd answer the same to. Ma ybe
Hull and Clements should cut an
album by themselves. Under
another name, of course.
Harry Chapin has got a new L.P.
simply called Harry Chapin /
Sniper and other Love Songs
(Electra 75042), it is quite possibly
one of the most brilliant and hauntings journals ever conceived . Love
songs, however, were never quite
handled this way before. Sure, its
an album of unrequitted love, but
human condition. She makes a
vow of personal commitment to
Nature, as though she was speaking to an apparent individual:
We'll grow old, we'll take care
of each other
I'll be your sister, your mother,
your lover
We'll be friends during changes
of weather
Let's be together on our own
Let's be together alone ...
In "Song of the South, Based on
the Theme From the Song of the
North Adapted From the Original"
Melanie emerges with Nature m
phenomenal exaltation:

by Bob Dopko
"Mother Earth" is an idealized
female characterization · of the
Earth as being the universal source
of all life. Melanie is the personification of "Mother Earth."
Melanie's music is her gift to the
world, it is a gift of musical
sustenance, wrapped in urgent
lyrics. And, "Mother Earth" has
given birth to a new album,
STONEGROUND WORDS.
STONEGROUND WORDS,
released
on
Neighborhood
Records, is a musical celebration
commemorating life and Nature.
The magic of Melanie's voice casts
a spell on her listeners to experience awareness of self and
awareness of the natural world .
Just the Earth's surface supports
life, Melanie's STONEGROUND
WORDS supports musical and
lyrical essence.
In "Stoneground Words," the
album's title track, Melanie juxtaposes life with Nature. She sings

of her inevitable reliance on Nature
for self-preservation:
I'll go to the garden that follows
the season
Live in the field where the healing grass grows
Go to the mountains where air's
clear for breathing...
Cleanse in the ocean, bathe in
the power
Live with the sea and I rise for
the tide
Go to the place where the water
will bring me
I'm the rivers lover, but I'll be
the oceans bride ...
And they sand me down to the
nerve
Made to live on stoneground
words
lmagi-ne that, you've ,done all
that
And I come back for more ...
In "Together Alone" Melanie
personifies Nature, giving it a

Let it flow
Let it flow
Let it go into the sea with me in
it
Let it fly
Let it fly
Let it glide into the sky with me
up there
With me up there
With me up there, with me up
there ...
Let it snow
Let it snow
Let it fall unto the ground and
cover me
Let if fall unto the ground and
cover me ...
The actual physical contents and
make-up of STONEGROUND
WORDS is worth nothing. On the
album's "sand-colored" cover,
there is a picture of Melanie sitting
in a circle she has drawn in the
sand; inside the album's portfolio,
there are five color prints which
depict Melanie amidst sun, sky,
sand, and stone. Surrounded by
these basic ingredients of Nature,
Melanie seemed to flourish among
them.
Hence, a remarkable
representation of "Mother Earth"
bound to her domain; Melanie
"Make to live on stoneground
words."
All in all, STONEGROUND
WORDS is an extraordinary
album, and Melanie is an extraor-

Lon and Derrek Van Eaton
then, it's also something more. then get this one. It's got it and then
Take the title track for example. some.
·
"Sniper" runs a full 9 minutes and
GOODTHUNDER
(Electr
50 seconds without losing itself 75041) is just what is says it is. It's
once. A tale about someone not good. It's rock n' roll. It's driving.
loved by anyone is only good in ex- It's just good music. "!'can't get
plaining the basic story line. through to yo u" is the first cut and
Chapin takes us into "Sniper" until it roves a showcase for members
we feel what he feels and can sit and James Desaults' (drums), Dav;
listen to him without outright Hanson (guitars & vocals), Bill
condeming his actions. Do you
Rhodes (bass) and Wayne Cook
think you could ever sympathize (on keyboard); who all come off
with a man gone wild? If you don't well and compliment each other
think so let Chapin lead the way superbly. Guitar work keyboard
and soon you will" I was, I am. And and well-paced drums keep this cut
now, I will be." The "Sniper" going and building. It seems that a
brings it all home.
group has finally appeared whose
Side two continues with its one desire is to make good music.
unceasing brilliance. Tim Scott, "Moonship" starts its journey and
Ron Pamer a nd John Wallace ac- finished only upon landing. Good
company Chapin
throughout keyboard and drums here.
without you hardly ever knowing
"P.O. W." is the longest cut on
their there. A good example of the album and brings out the
their teamwork is "woman C hild ," groups musical ability as well as
a son about a woman who seeks to their ability to harmonize. " Barterminate a n unwanted pregancy. king at the Ants" finishes off the
(If there are any among yo u whose L. P. and finishes it grand style. A
momma's still has strings on yo u, combination of both rock and genthen this album may not be for yo u. tie interludes (to give vocals a
It deals with mature subjects). chance to come to the fore), " BarAnyway this particular song com- king .. :" is Desaults' and Cook's
bines excellent musical work with chance to have their own little get
Chapin's usual quality of lyricism . together and get together they do.
If you are going to get an album GOODTHUNDER is GOOD
soon primarily for it's a "message," MUSIC.

Music Review:
At the Capitol
by Mark(Barry)Felker

After sitting through both (7 :30
& I 1:00) performances of Dr.
Hook and the Medicine Show and
John Mayall & Accompament at
the Capitol Theatre last week, one
could only sermonize as to the
reason why anybody would even
bother attending the early performance
which lacked
the
musicanship displayed in the late
show.
Dr. Hook and the Medicine
Show live is an experience not
unlike going to avant-grade,
audiance participation, theatre,
Singer Ray Sawyer, "whose eyepatch inspired his name" and the
groups lead vocalist Dr. Hook
along with crazy Dennis Locorriere, was the featured attraction of
the show - this was obvious from
the beginning of the set. Lead
George Cummungs rythm Rik
Elswit, and Bass Janes Garfat
along with drummer Jay David,
with beer in hand do little more
than play rock & roll at a very highenergy !eve, complimenting Dr.
Hook's high-powered style of
delivery; and also complimenting,
in their bizarre way, the sexuallyencompassing lyrics of songs like
"Bullfrog," "Witch Song ,"
"Sometime I Shit On Me," and of
course that familiar blues cut, "I'm
Flying High Like An Eagle."
Dr. Hook will jump out on stage
at the first blast of music, and
scream in a bullish voice, while Ray
Sawyer slowly unbuttons his shirt
to expose his sweat-beaten chest
and then he proceeds to gently rub
the seat of his thighs with throbing,
sweeping motions. Together the
singers unlash a storm of
dinary talent. She is a true professional, possessing a magnitude of
emotional, musical, and lyrical
consciousness.
All lyrics written by Melanie
Safka, reprinted with permission
from Neighborhood Music Corporation, Copyright 1972.

vulgarisms into the microphones.

while moving their lustful! bodies
in an intense, acrobatic, incredible
manner. Dr. Hook, on the other
foot, is last of the human Weenie
Worms. His movement in no way
resembles dancing. He writhes, he
jumps about in a frenzy doing
"Bullfrog" and does torturous acrobatics with the microphone and
also with microphone stand which
he attempts to devour because he
doesn't eat meat! While doing a
blues gig he violently throws about
an harmonica like its a plastic
frisbee. The audiance has to revert
their attention on him in order to
appreciate the groups "medicine"
act. The performance closes with
the classic Amerikan bluesmaster,
Roy Roger's "Happy Trails to
You:"
Dr. Hook and the Medicine
Show in performance are theatre at
its best. The audience has to react,
in one way or another and its
usually the other. On record, the
sound is the same, but the groups
fans have to visualize the performance. The gig just doesn't
measµre up to their performances
because half the thrill is seeing their
sexual advances live. They get it on
with insane advances on their
instruments and the stars, Dr.
Hook and Ray Sawyer get even
weirder than their old days on Dick
Clark's American Bandstand. This
Jersey grriu·p has showmanship
which will bring it straight to the
top in the wonderful! world of
musicland.
John Mayall is generally considered to be a fine, white, blues,
singer in terms of the cultural
revolution; one of the most vibrant, colorfull, and professional in
light of musicanship and quality.
-He is currently backed by one of
the most tallented bands he has
mustered up in years: Keef Hartley
on drums, Richard Blue Mitchell
on trumpet, Freddie Robinson on
guitar, Victor Goskin on bass, and
(continued on page 18)
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by Barry Cohen
"SUMMER'S GONE''
Summer's gone - out of existence, but not from memory. If
only someone paid me for finding a
summer jo'"-1 would qualify as iiprofessional. Some two hundred
establishments must have my name
enshrined. Every spring sees
another seventy places checked off
on a long list of prospects. Besides
the tiresome interviews with blase
"yes, I see... " executives, the gammit of background questions never
end. "Are ·you married? Do you
drink - smoke - ever been
arrested?" I haven't the e nergy or
the desire to dredge up the entire
list. Maybe someday the busi ness
world will get smart and use one
standard for m. Then I'll Xerox it
and mail it out. Lazy? No,
delirious. The only mirage on this
desert is a job.
Last summer, (my fourth such
attempt), I finally decided I would

refuse to take just anything. I didn't
need the money that badly. From
factories to supermarkets to
department stores the staid career
of job-hunting haunted me. Give
up? Oh, no. The brilliant notion
came - why not try to sell off my
art and writing experience? The
yellow pages yielded up every
advertising agency in the area.
(union alone has half a dozen.)
Next chapter - "surely, we' ll consider your resume." Neat, clean offices seemingly untouched, passed
me by. Possibly bits and pieces of
the typewritten matter became
fragments of a pasteup - probably
for an employment agency. No response came.
Datelien Cranford, New
Jersey, on a rainy Friday after-·
noon. No, George had all the assistants he needed. "But Manuel
here needs help." A heavy-set,
swarthy Spanish man smiled

INDEPENDENT
graciously. A mass of freshly
cropped stubble on his long upper
lip turned into delight when I inquired what he needed . Patentleather hair framed his ' low
forehead . Eyes like pitch faced me.
The black, double-breasted jacket
set off his sculptured elegance. And
a belly; round as a robi n's. A thick
accent informed me of his humbleness. "No, I assured him, "you
speak very well. I understand you."
Smoke trickeld up before his wincing eyes. "Egg-sack-ly" . .. he sa id
several times.
Monday afternoon I returned .
Entering the office, I stuck my head
into the back room. There sat
Manuel with another man. His
skin like copper, with enormous
white eyes, Eduardo's tall, muscular build contrasted with that of
his cousin. Several nods, and I sat
down. Both smoked cigarettes and
jabbered unintelligibly in Spanish.
Eduardo removed his straw hat,
excusing the impoliteness of using
their native tongue. A fine voice,
clear anct resonant, though in-.
formal , addressed me. Eduardo
didn't have the voca tional training
of Manuel, who had been a
newspaper publisl;ter, radio announcer, and TV producer. No
ma tter. Eduardo had the gift of
gab, and an excellent education in
government.
In the course of a few weeks, I
learned that they had opposite
political backgrounds. Their lifestyles and modes of work showed
this. Manuel, a revolutionary, kept

a salesman's floating ho urs and
temperament. The conservative
Eduardo once believed in
revolution. but now education
played that role. Hondurans hy
birth, they had spent most of th eir
lives in Puerto Rico. Two more
stubborn minds never met. Manuel
will become rich - in his own
haphazard way. Eduardo will
remain content - a family man. a
working man, dedicated to idealizing his new land of plenty. A one
time professional soccer playe r. he
had a feeling for order. "Yes",
Manuel said, "he are a German." A.
fiend for materialism, Manuel
couldn't resist his Chrysler, his
mobile home - and someday a
Lincoln Continental.
Basicaly, I became a right-hand
man, making appointments and
writing letters, speaking for him in
proper English. The contacts
became invaluable. Some callers
only spoke Spanish. My limited ,
"Buenos dias, uno momento, no
hablo espanol" brought laughter
from Bruno. "No hablo espanol
Then how you way that?" We both
laughed. I dealt with a dozen
newspaper publishers, the lawye rs,
the accountants, the peering over
the shoulder of the next door
commercial artist - all contributed
to my knowledge. The door-todoor selling all during July,
however, proved wasteful.
Manuel's funds were as eccentric
as himself. One morning the
effeminate male secretary reporte(,l
"OVERDRAWN", the next, five

Music Review:

(continued from page 17)
Fred Clark on sax. Together, they
performed a slick series of arranged numbers which were really
very good. Particuliarly notewothy
are the cuts, "Do It!," "All the
Way," " Moving Along Now," and
of course the unforgetabel "SuperJam."
The "Flash Gordon Serial" has
just ended and John Mayall were
to go on next. The mature crowd
was somewhat quite as Mayall is
introd uced by Producer John
Scher. The milieu seemed melancholy, more so that any previous
concert at the Capitol. It turns out
to be the perfect setting for the
blues. Mayall came on, and opened
up with a few slow num bers. The
audiance, or a large segment of it
anyway is still sitting-back ,
concentrating, and taking it all in.
It is rather nice to listen to this artist do some fine spiritual numbers
on an electric harmonica. It
reminded one ofa bit of a nightclub ·
act, with the hostile drunks yelling
caustic cooments at the performers. Mayall knows how to
perpetuate a pleasant change from
the usual stoned stupor of
decadent, cheap. Mayall knows
how to perpetuate a pleasant
change from the usual stoned
stupor of decadent, cheap over
commercialized rock concerts.
The high point of the performance was a brilliant guita r solo
by Freddie Robinson, formally in a
Ray Charles gig. His guitar playing
and mello lyrical voice sings about
sadness, whic h strikes everybod y in
the fla nge of thei r t hrones. Eq ually
as good was the solo bass playi ng
bY. Victor Goskin. But the ha t must

go to the gra nd fa nale, the "SuperJ a m". So intense a re the vibes that
the energy of the aud ia nce had no
where to go in the theatre, wi t h a ll
the seats packed so cl osely
together. It is very frustrating to
attempt to dance, and let lo ose, a nd
then feel like caged aminals in a
freak circus .
All, in all, the performance of Dr.
Hook a nd the Medicine Show and
John Mayall & Accompament
ra ted good; however, the earlier
show was by far an inj ustice to
concert goers. Not o nly was the
show considerably shorter, but
Mayall did't even jam on the electric guitar. This fact along conclusively proves that THE EARLY
BIRD MAY GET TH E WORM
BUT TH.ELATE ONE EATS IT.

Tuffel Scholarship
(continued from page I)
as director of the NSC Black Arts
Group. Miss Durham is a senior
education major who has been a
member of the NSC Sickle Cell
Anemia Fund Drive, the EEO
Student Advisory Committee and
the Collegians for Black Action.
Further information on the Barbara Ann Tuffel Scholarship Committee mar be obtained by contacting Mrs. Janice Jackson,
telephone 527-2294.
STARTS NO VEMBER 8th!

Bonnie Raitt-On
the Way Up
by A lan Scopp
A couple weeks back, Max's
Kansas Cit y in New Yor k was t he
site of one of the musical highlights
of the yea r on stage was
singer / guitarist
Bo nnie Raitt.
And though the odds were stacked
against her (she was late for the
show and seemed to be shook up
about something, had trouble with
her guitar pick-up, couldn't hear
herself in the moniter, and had a
bad sore throat) her immense
talent shone through brightly.
Everything Bonnie does is great.
She plays fine acoustic blues
guitar, and she's probably one of
the very few girls who can really
work out on slide guitar, too. But
for me, her best asset is her voice it's sweet and smooth and versatile
enough to allow her to go from the
blues classic "Rollin' and Tumblin"
to a Joni Mitchelt song all in the
same hour. And when she uses her
falsetto and vibrato you could just
melt in your seat.
Altough Bonnie is still relatively
u nknown, she could very easily
become an important voice in
today's music if more people would
turn onto her talent. She has two
albums out on Warner Bros., and I
highly recommend them to anyone
who's into rock or blues or folk, or
all three. Her back up band is excellent on both ( though the first
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Cheer up, Pledges. The
worst is yet to come!

Because Max's Kansas City isn't

If this puppy

isn't a coat next year,
blame us.
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DANA
IS
COMING!
(Watch for it .. )

contributors for Tracks. If
you've had a thrilling personal experience, a trip to
a faraway exotic place, or
if you got mugged on the
subway, we would like
YOU to write about it.

much bigger tha n a classroom,
with virt uall y no backstage to
disappear into, I got a cha nce to
talk to Bo nnie for a second after
the show. So when my turn came to
speak, lost for words, I just blurted
out, " Bonnie, you're fantastic."
And believe me, people, it's the
truth.

,..,

~

notice
The Independent needs

album has a n a mateur quality
about it).

BE'rn'

A
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hundred dollars lay in th e account.
Only a wizard could borrow o n
credit like this man . Somehow.
"De program in de Espani~h
always work."
Before long, I saw the othe r side
of the desk. Interviewing John . the
salesman with long blonde hair. (a
pure Swede), I hired him . He
worked well with me. And there
was Jane. . .the snotty J.::wish
American Princess with th e fantastic legs. Well. I hired her. . .
An end had to draw near. Four
press releases I hammered out of
the same facts . I learned to speak
the lines of the sl ick. self-ass ured.
bulls- -tting, up-the-ass salesman who contorts the situatio n to
his advantage. Soon thel letters
took on that character. Soon
school approached . Cards on the
table, boss. Got to leave. As yo u
say, ~vaya con Dios." The
inevitable "oh oby" repl y. He
always said that. A dollar for every
time and I'd be rich.

Recently the Com.uiittee for Humane
Legislation prevented an enterprising
South African businessman from earning an honest dollar. All he wanted was
to kill Dalmatian dogs for their pelts.
And since no law specified ii couldn't be
done there was nothing to stop him.
Except, of course, the organized indignation of the Committee for Humane
Legislation. We sent letters, issued
press releases and pulled every string
worth pulling. Finally the South African
government promised to pass a law

prohibiting the slaughter of dogs for
financial gain. Hopefully, this promise
will soon become a reality.
But we must not rely on the Soul h
African government alone. Our own
government, by putting a ban on the
importation of all cat and dog skins,
can prevent this insidious scheme
from getting off the ground.
So write your Congressmen now.
Because.in the final analysis, they are
the only ones who can guarantee that
companion animals will never be worn.
This however is but one step in our
battle against th!l inhumane treatment
of animals everywhere. There's much
more work to be done. And the Committee for Humane Legislation cannot
do it without your generous contributions and moral support. Please.

r---------------------7

I Ms. Alice Henington, Chairman
I
I Committee for Humane Legislation.
I
I Suite 310. 905 Sixteenth Street. N.W.,
:
: Washington, D.C. 20006 I've e nclosed a check I
I for$_ . (payable to CHL).
I
II My name;,..__ _ _ __ __ _ _ I,
: Iliveat _ _ __ __ _ _ __
I Cityc,____ __

:

L---------------------~

Committee for Humane Legislation
Su,te 31 O. 905 S1•teenth Street N W Was.h,ngton. 0 C 20006

FRIDAY NIG HT. NOV. 1
MIC K JAGGER in PERFORMANCE
Late Show 11 P. M.
Admissioo Sl.00!

_
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Joh List
WORK IN WAREHOUSE &
DRIVER
Gallo Wine Sales of N.J .
520 Division Street
Elizabeth
Mrs. Eleanor Tevnan
289-8000
3 hours a day
$3.00 an hour
Must be good at figures, record
keeping. reliable

SELLING MEMBERSHIP
Triple AAA National
Organization
Peter A.Jmes
377-7200
Hours: Flexible
Salary: Open
SURVEY WORK
Mr. Edwards
322-8920
Evenings and weekends.
$2.50-$3.00
Must like people and must be able
to provide own transportation.
BANK TELLER
Payroll Express Co.
295 Lyons Avenue, Newark
Mr. Martin
923-1134
Wed. from whatever time you want
till 7 or 8, Thurs. same till 9-9' 30.
Fri. Same till 7:00. $I . 75-$2.00 to
start

WAREHOUSE
WORK
(LOADING LIFTING)
Afternoons, hrs. and days to bearranged.
Salary is open
Driver's license needed.
Kay Foods
1427 St. Georges Avenue. Roselle
352-1915

STOCK WORK & DELIVERY
Daynton Automotive Product s
417 South 7St. . Elizabeth
EL5-9525
8-2 or 3.
Salary is open.

RIDE WANTED
Mon .. Wed ., Fri .. 8:30-9:00 a.m.
Pat Miller
335 Hollywood Avenue, Hillside
Salary' Open

INDEPENDENT
BABYSITTER NEEDED
Mrs. Kessler
688-5947
3 afternoons a week-Mon .. Thurs ..
Wed .
12:30-5:00
$13.25 weekly.
Involves taking care of 2 boys. aged
3½ &4 ½. Mrs. Kessler will pick up
student.
SCHEDULING DELIVERIES
Corey Warehouse
666 So. Front St.. Eliz.
Jim Corey
355-0100
$3.00 an hour, 5 days a week from
4-6 or 7.
and
WAREHOUSE WORK
5 days a week from 4-8 or 9.
$3.00 an hour.

SALES WORK
Salespeople needed. Hours
are flexible. Musical background
helpful but not a necessity.
Anthony's Music Shop
1035 Elizabeth Avenue. Elizabeth
Mr. Anthony Moreneo
354-6200
(continuedfrom paKe 3)
Rickershauser. awarded the two
ASST.
SUPERVISOR
FOR
scholarships to Sonia Menendez
LUNCH PROGRAM
and Nick Bayak. President Peare
Clinton School PT A
described Phi Mu Alpha as a
Berkshire Rd. & Burroughs Way
national professional music fraterMaplewood, N.J .
nity for men, which has been in exMrs. Peck 763-3603
istence for over 70 years and as11-1 daily.
sociates with the greatest
$2. 50 an hour.
musicians. The Theta Alpha
Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha was
MATERIAL HANDLER
organized on NSCs campus in the
Wheelock Lov~joy
Spring of 1971. In the second half
265 Pa. Ave. Hillside
of the program. the trio was joined
Mr. Waldheim
by Gerard Matte, a violist. for the
355-6530
performance of Faure's Quartet #2
Hours are flexible
in g minor. This was a very interes$2. 25 to start
ting piece of music in the contemCall for appointment
porary style and was extremely
well-executed by the quartet .
ATTENDANT
Everyone prospered from the
Person wanted for afternoons and
evening's recital.
weekends.
The violinist, Louis H. Huber.
Coin Dry Cleaners
also author of ProducinK Opera in
1977 Morris Avenue, Union
the ColleKe, has conducted profes$1.75 to start.
sionally in San Francisco and New
Part time
York, and taught at the University
of Idaho, Colorado College and

Trio Benefit

Roving Rudy
by Mike Golas
This week I was lucky enough to
interview some old graduates of
N.S.C. I dug up some interesting
facts about these people. Their
story will remain in the pages of
Newark State's history forever.
These people have made amazing
achievements throughout their life.
from their college yea rs. to the
present day.
(Big) Stash Ribinski
He was the youngest person to
ever graduate N.S.C. Stash was 15

(Big) Stash Ribinski

when he received his diploma in
1935. Some of the best universities
in the country offered him a
position as profe s sor of
psychology. But he turned them all
down. You see, Stash had a lifelong dream of owning his own
Kielbasa store. Today his store is
located on Polaski St. in Newark .
Stash has had much success in the
past years. The taste of his. Kielbasa
is known all over the Polish world .
In college Stash was very active
in clubs and organizations. He was
a member of the basketball team.
cooking club, Women's Ga y
Liberation. and the S. P.S.O.S. or
Stop Piegons from Shiting on
Statues . Stash was most

STOCK WORK & DELIVERIES
Kolker's
1176 Eliz. Ave. , Eliz.
Mr. Kolker
EL 2-9648
Flexible hrs. Saturdays if possible .
$2.00
DRUG CLERK / DRIVER
Village Pharmacy
1174 Stuyvesant Ave.
372-9257
Includes weekends (evenings). pt.
time. no Wednesdays
Salary: open

Marijuana:
Research
Notes

Marijuana at high does levels the equivalent of 6 to 9 cigarettes produces significant changes in the
electrical activity. of the brain, a
Veterans Administration - University of Utah research team in Salt
L~ke City reported today.
Ors. Evan G. Lewis, Robert E.
STOCKBOY
Dustman,
and Edward C. Beck,
Sander's Career School
with Bernard A. Peters, a doctoral
1416 Morris Ave., Union
Mr. Birmingham $2.00 Hours. candidate at the Salt Lake City VA
hospital, used the "evoked" resFlexible
ponse, the brain's response to a
San Francisco State College. W. stimulus such as a flash of light,
Ted Hoyle is a grad·uate of which causes the brain to produce
Eastman School of Music, Yale waves.
Recording of these on the electro
· University, where he studied under
Georges Miquelle and Aldo encephalo graph showed the mariParisot, and is the recipient of a juana caused the waves to occur
Fulbright grant to study at Paris more slowly.
This indicates that marijuana.
Ecole Normale with the worldrenowned French virtuoso. Andre unlike alcohol or barbiturates.
Navarro. He is a member of profes- might have an over-all effect on the
central nervous system, slowing it
sional orchestras in New York and
New Jersey, and also the cellist down, the psychologists' group
with the Kohon String Quartet said.
They said their findings fit a
since 1969. Herbert Golub. Chairman of the Music Department, previous study using just the electroencephalograph, which also
earned his master's degree from
New York University and is wor- showed marijuana slowing the
king on a doctoral degree at In- alpha waves. This project
measured only the on-going acdiana University, where he was a
graduate assistant while studying tivity of the brain. whereas the Salt
Lake City research also measured
with the noted pianist Sidney
its response to stimuli.
Foster. He has had three guest
The study, supported by a grant
appearances on radio station
from
the National Institute of
WNYC
"Keyboard
Masters"
Series. and a full recital on WFUV Mental Health, is one of 60 VA
"Piano Workshop". Gerard Matte projects which form a major part of
is on the staff of the Union the nation's basic research on drug
Township public schools where he dependence. These include a largecondw;:ts the String program in the scale multi-hospital cooperative
study of hepatitis. a frequent conelementary and secondary schools.
He is an adjunct faculty member of dition among herion addicts and
Newark State and has for many users of narcotic derivatives as pain
relievers. There are other studies
years been Concert Master of the
Union Symphony Concert Or- on abnorma\\t\es of b\ood ce\\s,
damage to chromosomes from
chestra.
LSD, effects on drugs on the central nervous system, and personality traits and, underlying
psychological abnormalities of
drug absuers.
The Omaha, Nebraska, hospital.
for example, is studying underlying
chemical changes in the body
which could lead to addiction.
The Coatesville, Pa .• hospital is
by Lorraine Bernheim
studying tar from hashish as a
There have been no ¥incidents"
cause of cancer.
in the two months that the Pub, on
The San Francisco hospital is
the Seton Hall campus in South studying sleep in relation to taking
Orange. has been operating. This of barbiturates and amphetamines.
adds ammunition to the volley of
arguments Newark State student s will be lowered from 21 to 18.
are presenting for their own drin- Residents of the plush area surrounding the campus. fear they will
king place.
In a conversation in his office a l' be victims of disturbances from the
Seton Hall, Monsignor Fahy said. campus that houses 750 men and ·
" Many college students drink. Isn't 250 women and altogether has
it better to have them do so on the 4,000 students.
In contrast Newark State is surcampus, where there is some control, then off it?" Nonstudents too. rounded by clubs. restaurants and
drink. Should students be con- bars as well as residential and indu stria l areas. Student
sidered second-class citizens?"
So far, only beer is being served Organization wishes to create our
at the Pub on the Seton Hall cam- own student pizza, hot dog. and
beer atmosphere, which they
pus. It has been pointed out by a
group of village residents that there prefer, to a cocktail lounge.
is no guarantee that hard liquor Newark State houses I000 students
wilL not be served in the future . On on its Union campus, and
January I the legal age for drinking altogether has 11,000 students .

Campus

· Drinking:

At NSC?

Bpgg Sisters
remembered for the time he burned
down the kitchen during cooking
club and for giving half of the girls
of his senior class \'..D.
The 4 Bogg sisters: Bertha, Betty,
Barbara, and Bernie
The sisters graduated in 1948.
They dominated the Football.
basketball, baseball team and just
about all of the men's sports. Some
students saw them as John Wayne.
W.C. Fields and Hazel all rolled
into one. They were very flatubent
girls as they gorged themselves in
the school cafeteria. Manners and
grace were not their strong point.
That is probably why none of the
guys at school would date them. So
they decided to form a club: The
Horny Club. which they were the
sole members.
Today Bertha and Betty are steel
workers in N.Y.C. Barbara owns
her own pool hall in Bayonne. Bernie is the manager of a peep show
on 42 st.
The sisters are remembered most
for their snotty attitude toward
fellow students and for raising $243
for the fight against Crotch Rot .
Irma Gulic
Irma graduated with the honor
of Miss N.S.C. in 1942. She was the
hottest little number on campus.
Every guy at school would have
given his right arm to go out with

Irma Gulick
her. Irma would not settle tor just
Ol)e guy. She felt a deep passion for
all men, which she proved in the
back seat of a "3T' Dodge many
times.
Some of the school activities she
engaged in were the Abortion
Club, Hicky Club, sang in her
church chorus and worked as a
part-time writer for Midnight
newpaper. She is best known for
her nude pin-up located in the boys
locker room and in the second
draw from the top of the filing
cabinet in the Dean of Students office.
Irma wanted to go into show biz
as a actress and singer. Today.
however, you will find her playing
second trumpet for the Salvation
:Army.

Coffee House
NOV. 10
featuring
Admission
Free

KING COW

9 p.m.
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McGO VERN: Our Stand

Sen. McGovern's creditability
leaves much to be desired.

"I am 1000% for Tom Eagleton and
have no intention of dropping him
from the ticket". Aug. 7 "the best course is for Sen.
Eagleton to step aside" Aug. 31
"Pierre Salingers had no instructions whatsoever from me" Aug. 16
"Mr. Salingers, at my request, met
with members of the N. Vietnamese
delegation in Paris" Aug. 16

Congre11sman Wilbur Mills said, "l
am a little surprised that Sen.
McGovern has a nnounced this
(Welfare & tax program) ... 1do n't
know where we'd get that money"

~

In 1968, Richard Nixon said he
had a secret plan to end the Vietnam War. For the past four years
we have witnessed two invasions of
neighboring countries to Vietnam.
Over 20,000 more American lives
have been lost. The country we
were supposed to "save" has been
leveled by the most protracted
bombing campaign in history.
As the 1972 election approaches,
we ask "Why?" Why has a country
that stands for respect of human
life killed over I 00,000 South Vietnamese civilians by American
bombs? Why has a country that
stands for democracy supported a
dictatorial regime that has closed
down oppositionpress, imprisoned
political rivals, and deposited control in the hands of the few? And
why, in a country that professes a
belief in the rig~t to dissent, , why
have seven of our fellow college
student~ been shot dead protesting
our involvement in this war?

today." We echo this sentiment.
Ours is not so much a criticism of
what· America is as much as it is a
deep concern for and a hope in
what America can be.
We believe the election of
Senator George McGovern can
reaffirm this faifn in our country.
George McGovern will bring to the
presidency honesty rather than
deception, openness in place of
secrecy, and a sincere compassion
for the individual man to replace
the present politics of cynical expediency.

We believe this election is not
just another election. There are issues at stake in this campaign
which transcend the political parties. We believe that the highest
ideals America strives to attain can ·
best be served by the election of
Senator George McGovern.

"Many radicals who support
McGovern are aware that he does
not support radical proposals.
They seem to feel that this is
demanded by expediency.
McGovern can thus sidestep the issues to get elected and then perform miraculous changes once in
office. This political expediency
approach assumes first of all that
McGovern is a covert radical. That
can neither be proved or disproved.

NSC YOUNG VOTERS for Nixon
Roger McDonald-Coordinator
Walt Whitman once said: "We
Sid Morginstin
have not come trrough centuries,
Ken Charsinsky
caste, fables, to halt in this land
Henrietta S. Parker
Diana Acosta
Mary Branch
Bill Hoffer
Michael
Blare
Bob
Yanus
Tom Lu
Debbie Byrne
Sue Meais
Craig Exel birt
Barbara Shuklis
Donna Joseph
Larry Dixon
Barry Cohen
Sharon Murphy
Steve Band
Richard Dubnick
Kathyanne Rock
Rich Hauser
. Debbie Shuhar
Linda Podoleski
Milton McClain
Francis Pizzuta
Michael Barrale
Connie Farina
Justino Rasa
Edward
Bobinski
Henry Ackerman
Patty Anderson
George Duorsky
Bob Montefusco
Denise Lutz
Cheryl Moore
Janet Muler
Barbara Powanda
Green Pea
Joel Albert
Melissa Yager
Irene Muzyka
Patti Bell
Sue Weingold
Kemal Davut
Jay Sidra
Lou Sturakis
Deborah Heyward
Gary Caprio
Bill Goeb
Richard Hart
William Miller

The vision of a government
based on the will of the people and
founded on the principle of the
equality of all men is not obsolete.
Rather, it is now blurred . We urge
you to join with us in our commitment to Senator McGovern .
Let us seek a government that is
once again truly of the people, by
the people, and for the people.

Tom Romeo
Joel Feller
Raymond Ruiz
Bob Bottone
Ruth Morelli
Norma Pude
Debbie Sarehan
Bruce Horner
Tom Henderson
Corinne Kull
Bob Caplin
Allan Novuk
Alfonso Merola
Bruce Davis
Dave
Joe Balla

Secondly, it wrongly assumes that
change is something that can be
elected president. Change happens
inside people's minds. And it
doesn't happen at all unless minds
are challenged. Electing a covertly
radical president without radicalizing the pouplace in the process is a
hallow victory at best" .
"McGovern should be opposed
because of his party as well as for
his views. Traditionally, the
"Democratic Party" - has served a
rather narrow function . It . has
mobilized people to win elections,
not implement platforrn,,s. The
Democratic Party has sought to attract and appease voters of all
views and as a result has- satisfied
the needs of none. For a while
Democratic candidates are always
able to support each other on election day, they are never able to support and carry out a common
program. McGovern announced at
a unity breakfast of party leaders
the day after his nomination that
his "legions of supporters" would
be available to work for all Democratic candidates this fall. As he
made the offer he surely was aware
that the election of the collection of
liberals, moderates, conservatives,
and reactionaries who will be listed
as Democratic candidates in
November will doom his reform
program" . Common Sence For
American

Ethel Mallor
Bob Travaglione
Rich Batiato
Ralph Debiaso
Gerry McDonald
Elizabet h Wetzler
Chris Dalldorf
Steve Szabo
Joe Bruschetta
Frank McDonald
Roberta Schoen
Chris Kocherka
Rita Byrne
Bo b Folinus
HollyAnn Snyder

Marian LaPierre
Kathy Enerlich
Mike Federici
Angie Angie Saipo
Elizabeth Frank
Wayne Saunders
Ron Johnson
Fran Sullivan
Paul J. Kozub
Beth Goodtree
Marcy Piel

-----:-~iiiiiiiiiiiiii_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ENVIRONMENT
VIETNAM
More than 90% of all U.S.
troops, including all combat infantry units, have been withdrawn
from Vietnam. War cost were cut
by 2/ 3rd. A generous peace offer is
on the table in Paris-total
withdraw! in four months after the
return of our POWs and an internationally supervised ceasefire.

The White House has proposed
65 bills to fight pollution. The
President created the Enviormental Protection Agency and
, signed into law the Clean Air Act.
He has increased anti-pollution expenditures by 91%. He halted
construction on the Cross-Florida
Barge Cannal and terminated 35
federal oil and gas leases in the
Santa Barbara Channel.

EDUCATION
Committee to
Investigate

RICHARD NIXON
Announces the
Following Facts:

FOREIGN
AFFAIRS
The President opened the door
to peace with China. He negotiated
the first post-war arms control
agreement with the Soviet Union.
The administration has maintained
a firm commitment to Israel, obtaining cease fire in 1970 and increasing economic aid three times
over. He entered the world upon an
era of negotiations, not confrontations.

The administration has
proposed a Higher- Education
budget of $7.4 billion. $3.87 billion
is appropriated for student aid a
three-fold increase over 1968.
Grants to graduate students has increased four times over. The
President has pledged that "no
qualified student who wants to go
to college should be barred by lack
of money".

NS C Young Voters for Nixon
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENTS

DRAFI'
The President began a phase-out
of the draft last year and plans to
institute an all-volunteer army by
July 1973. At present there is a I in
38 chance at being drated. Four
years ago it was I in 5. Draft calls
have gone down from 300,000 in
1968 to 50,000 this year.

HUMAN
RIGHTS
Civil Rights- in 1969, $75 million
was budgeted for civil rights enforcement activity. The President
has recommended for fiscal 1973, a
budget of $602.1 million, a 700%
increases.In fiscal 1973 the total
Federal civil rights budget will
almost triple the budget of fiscal
1969-from $900 million to $2.6
million. The budget for legal services for disadvantaged has grown
from $36 million in 1969 to $69
million in 1973 under President
Nixon. The Justice Dept. has acted
to assure that voting rights are not
denied as a result of redistricting or
through re-registration of voters.
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Every set11i-literate

t110r0t1 in th' countr~

is now tr!Jing to s~ ·
some.t'1ing "topical•
on re-cycltng.

I BAREFOOTZ I

Hello,
Barefootz?This is
Albert/

by HOWARD CRUSE

Fine ...
-except that
you've been

standing

on me for

five

rninutes!

Then no doubt
he'll be. invited

to appear 011

th' Carson at1d
Cavett shows!

Wow!
That
feels

·better!

TI

CI\LCIUII Fliol'l~IIT& I

'1Cel1Df 1 CHI.OftllUIJE T,

Ill OtllCliTIITE- 1 Dl&LYQ:A'10f1
1>111 SIIDIIIIITE I ALUIIUNUIII

- l>'IANI TNr.>

By EDWARD JULIUS .
ACROSS
1. Impassive Person
6. Sharpen
10. Light Tan
14. About
15. Excessive Praise
17. Japanese Statesman
18. Servant
20. Jv1uffled
21. Exclamation
22. Declare Positively
23. Unclothed
24. Irritated
27. Bothers
JO. Makes Mistake
31. Jazz Instrument
32. Wire Service
JJ. Analyze
35. French Painter
J6. Spanish Aunt
37. Obligation
J8. Of the Church
39. Metallic Element
40. Singer Dennis
41. Foundation
42. Miss Davis
4J. Four
44. Given Sound Quality
45. Italian Island
46. Worldly
.
48. Loyal
51. Article
52. Praise
53. Interjection
54. Prefer
56. Stinking
57. Pl'a ything
58. Treatment of the Foot
60. Call Forth
62. Heat Measure (abbr.)
63. Shakespearean King
64. Wanders About

OOWN

-i:-offspring
2. Church T.ax
J. Spanish Gold
4. Chemical Suffix
5. Troops on Horseback
6. Forced to Go
7. Polish River
8. Enthusiast
9. _
Alamein
10. ·Musical Pieces
11. Mentions
12. European Deer
13. German Conjuncti on
16. Charm
19. Birds
23. Swedish Inventor
25. Irritable
26. Ice
27. Nova Scotian ~asin
28. Infect
29. Room
31. Unexciting
JJ. __ Ababa
J4. Urbane
35. Beam l::mitter
36. Greek Giant
J8. Airline Company
39. Indian Ox
41. Spanish Dance
42. :liody Part
44. Instructors
45. Ornamental Case
· 47. Polite
48. Part-horse Deity
49. Strangle
50. American-stage Queen
52. Moth-er of Helen
54. Government Agency
55. Exclamation
56. Enemy
57. Mazel _
59. More Than One (abbr.)
61. Liquor ~rand
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Fall -Ten nis
Happening
October 17, 1972 will go down in
history as the date ofNSCs 1st Annual (maybe semi-annual) All
College Mixed DOUBLES Tennis
Tournament. Since the Tournament failed to be included in
Channel 2's sports coverage that
evening and probably won't be
•written up in the next issue of the
World Tennis Magazine, a few
remarks are in order.
Only the stalwart appeared to
stake their athletic reputations that
afternoon on the wind-tunnel-like
courts, and eight brave souls did
emerge with trusty rackets in hand.
The light-weight team of
Bakker-Boyer faced the new tennis
duo of Andzel-Ridinger in one of
the two 1st round matches. Experience paid off and the 2 Bs won
with a Pro-Set score of 8-1.
Playing next to them were the
determined Australian doubles
duo, Errington-Mathews·, against
Hayat-Shiposh (the former
member imported at great expense

from the Biology department).
Theirs was a grueling contest with
Hayat-Shiposh eventually winning, 8-6.
Time for the finals. Accustomed
by now to the obstacles afforded by
changing winds, the fiercesomefoursome decided to contine with
this bit of masochism. The resulting contest was a long one. HayatShiposh led at one poirit, 6-3, but
had their hopes of victory blown
away when Bakker-Boyer
proceeded to win game after game
until they achieved a winning score
of 8-6.
·
Congratulations to the winners!
Could it be that this "B" team will
be dethroned when this event is
staged again-hopefully with many
more entries and in the absence of
gals-like winds???
Lest any of you are worried that
great expense went into the purchase of trophies for the I st place
team, allow it to point out that they
each received a can of recycled tennis balls.

ChiHamrriers
Mu- 57-0
Sigma Theta Chi rolled to its
second straight victory over Alpha
Sigma Mu 57-0. Utilizing a tough
defense and powerful offense, Chi
never was hard pressed. The
defense collected ten interceptions,
2 each by Ciborowski; Giacalone,
Leblein, Roscus, and I each by
John Sisto and Michael Schiavo.
In addition to this the Chi defense
also limited Alpha Sigma Mu to
only two first downs, constantly
forcing Mu to punt from deep in
their own territory. This is the
second straight shutout for Chi
defense.
The offensive unit for Chi continued to roll on racking up 50 of
the 57 points scored. John Garry
scored three times for Chi followed
by two scores each for Bill Rogers
and Tom (Bowling Ball) LaCoca.
Stan Vitale caught a 15 yard pass
from Jeff Celi, adding to the
scoring. The last score was attributed to Chi's middle linebacker
Frank Roscus who rambled 30
yards with a picked off pass for a
score.

Pro Hockey Guide:
Insight into the·Sport·
Speed, violence and impact
characterize hockey more·than any
other sport. It excites both spectator and player to such an intense
emotional pitch that the frequent
fights are often a necessary relief.
Having only recently caught fire in
the United States, hockey is stiJI a
puzzle to most Americans. In A
THINKING MAN'S GUIDE TO

ficials. In explaining the particular
responsibilities and problems
inherent in each position, Mr.
Eskenazi uses many anecdotes and
examples. For instance, he explains (p. 62) that the defensemen
were the forgotten men of the team
until Bobby Orr. "Orr brought a
new dimensfon to the gamea rushing defenseman who could

PRO ROCKEY, Gerald Eskenazi,

outscore 99 percent of the forwards
in hockey. Since Orr joined the
league in 1966, defensemen have

a sportswriter for The New York
Times who has covered hockey
since 1965, analyzes every phase of
the game. Newly initiated hockey
fans, as well as long-time devotees
and players, will learn much about
· the background, strategy, players,
coaches, and recent league expansion of America's fastest growing
spectator sport.
In A THINKING MAN'S
GUIDE TO PRO HOCKEY, the
author delineates the various
human components of the game:
the goalies, forwards, defensemen ,
coaches, general managers, scouts,_
referees, linesmen and minor of-

split into two categories: a 'defensive defenseman' and an 'offensive '
defenseman. '" In the section on
"The Scouts," Mr. Eskenazi points
out, "At last count, 67 scouts take
credit for discovering Bobby Orr."
A THINKING MAN'S GUIDE
TO PRO HOCKEY also supplies
the reader with behind the scenes
information on training camps,
media coverage of hockey, awards,
and salary disputes.
Media.
coverage of hockey is unlike the
· coverage given any ofihe other top·
three American sports. According
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to Mr. Eskenazi, the radio and t.v.
announcers are all paid, or at least
approved, by · the club they're
covering. While the newspaper
reporters are free agents, they are
often limited in the time they can
devote to covering hockey
thoroughly. Rarely do they trek

out to training camps or workouts
(often in remote Canadian
provinces),

and

morning

newspaper deadlines don't give
reporters a chance to go to the dressing room after the games for further investigation.
The expansion of hockey after
1967 from the original six established teams of the National
Hockey League (N. H . L. to six teen
teams in the N.H. L. , and a new
twelve-team league called the
World Hockey Association
(W.H.A.), has brought problems
along with new prospects for a
wider market. Many feel that expansion and Americanization of
this traditionally Canadian sport
have diluted hockey. With the explosive growth of twenty-two new
teams
demanding
immediate
parity with the "regulars," standards were altered, scoring records
were easier to break, and a new
universal system of dreafing
players was instituted. Mr.
Eskenazi discusses these aspects of
expansion and others, including
the cause which led to expansion,
and the politics involved in forming new teams.
With league expansion came expansion of salaries as the top
hockey players became box-office
stars. Mr. Eskenazi demonstrates
the developments through case histories of the Joe Namaths of the
hockey world including Bobby '
Hull, Gordie Howe, Phil Esposito,
Derek Sanderson and Bobby Orr.
He also documents the vagaries of
the bonuses players receive for winning the annual awards and
trophies.
GERALD ESKENAZI is a
sportwriter for The New York
Times, where he has covered
hockey since 1965. He is the author
of two previous books on hockey:
Hockey 1969 and A Year on Ice ·
1970. Two additional books are in
the works: Hockey is My Life with
Phil Esposito and The Story of
Hockey. Mr. Eskenazi lives in
Roslyn, New York.

Sigma Theta Chi is looking
forward to the meeting Sunday
with the brothers of NuDelta Pi.
This game will truly test the strong
Chi defense and awesome offense.
Chi's winning streak and shutout
streak is on the line, and you better
believe they know it.

Sticks
Everywhere~But Not
Ours
by Sharon Marcus
As 3: 15 approached , the
women's field hockey team began
to psyche themselves for their forthcoming game against rivals,
William Paterson College.
This was the first of four games
for the girls, meeting Monmouth
and Ocean College later in the
week.

It was expected from past experience, that Paterson's game was
to be an exciting and interesting
one, and that it was. Each team
appeared to have equally matched
defense, as they protected their
respective goals.
The game was, however,
somewhat of a 'pi ng pong' game, as
the ball was continually battered
back and forth until, finally, Paterson drove it past our goalie to
register the first goal of the game.
During the second half, NSC
was determined to score, and that

they did. Lois Pallulat, FR. scored
Newark's only goal in the second
half.
The goal was aculmination of a
long steady drive down field by the
Squirettes. As we neared the goal,
Lois received a pass from a fellow
front-linesman and drove the ball
into the goal.
Sandy Murphy, SR FB was injured during- the game. Never a
hockey season passes that she
doesn't get injured. Her ankles,
mistaken for the game ball, were
almost driven into the goal, but
Sandy refused to part with them.
She is indeed a player worth
acknowledging. An important part
of the defense, with excellent running and perceptive skills. Many a
goals were stopped because of this
player, and the team just wants her
to know the great job she had done
this year, as well, as seasons past.
Paterson scored once again later
in the half, as they handed our varsity their fourth loss of the season,
against three wins. The final score
of the game was Paterson 2,
Newark!.
The Paterson J . V. . game,
throughout the first and second
halves looked as if it was going to
end ina scoreless tie. Again, both
teams played well, limiting each
other to a few visits to the goals.
But NSC for some mistaken
reason, still remained.
Paterson, very aware of the mistake made by their opponents took
advantage and very strongly overpowered defenseless Newark to
score and finalize the game 1--0. It
was a very unwise assumption by
NSC, resulting in a possible nonloss for the girls.
·

Notice
Gay Coalition Meeting every
Thursday, 1:40, Willis 300.
Anyone 3rested, please

attend.

Chi Upsets
Pi
Sigma Theta Chi continues its
winning ways by defeating Nu
Delta Pi 32-6. Pi jumped off to a
short lived 6--0 lead on a 60 yard run
by halfback Mark Ruggieri.
Following this Run the brothers of
Chi ran off 32straight points. Chi's
defense seemed to erupt after this
score by Pi. The brothers of Pi are
the first team to score on Chi's
defense all year. Chi's front line of
Steve Powell, John Psomas, Rich
Spakowski, constantly forced Pi's
tffense into mistakes.
• .
Chi's offense retaliated quickly
on a sustained drive up field
capped by a 5 yd. run by Jeff Celi.
At this point Chi seemed to capture
the momentum for the remainder
of the game. Chi then scored on a
JO yd. pass from Celi to John Garry. This ended the first half, with
Chi holding on to a 13-6 lead. _
After the half it was all Chi,
Frank Roscus' 3rd quarter
interception for a touchdown
seemed to rally Chi. Ed Drocz
Chi's end provided the next score
hooking up with Jeff Celi on a
15yd. touchdown pass to all but
put the game away. To add to the
scoring Chi's safety John Sisto
intercepted a pass and ran it in
thanks to a key block by Mike
Schiavo. Billy Rogers provided all
of Chi's pat's on throws to Garry
and Dortz.
Two days later, the Squirettes
were once again in uniforms and on
the field hosting southward Monmouth College. It was a very slow
and actionless game this time, as
compared to the previous game
played. About the only action in
the game was in the second half,
when Lois Pallulat, once again, led
her team in scoring, with the sole
goal of the game. This time her efforts were not in vain, as the team

won 1-0.
Lois is now second in scoring
with two goals, behind team leading Donna Glester, with 4.
The last of the four game series
ended with traveling to Ocean
College in Toms River. The girls,
having trouble with Ocean in
recent years, again fell victims, as
they were defeated 3-0 by the
Junior College.
Next week games are Monday,
Nov,.6 and Tue. , when the girls will
begin to wrap-up their 1971-72
hockey season. Come and su pport
the girls in the final games.
Right On, Eddi!
Fellow alumni, Ed Naha, got a new
musical gig together which will perfrom in the N.S.C. coffee house,
Friday, Nov. 10, from 8 pm to "?"
All college students throughout the
county may attend the event which
will also feature a mystery guest,
refreshments, and other traditional
"goodies" of earthly delights! So
kids, come on down and hear Eddi,
you'll like Him and his group.
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"SALVATION'
presents
INDIAN SUMMER
REUNION
Wed. - Fri. - Sat.
9:00 till 2:00
Wed. No Cover

Thursday, November 2, 1972

Seton Hall Stifles
Squire Gridders
The Squires dropped their game
of the season as they fumbled and
erred their way into a 35-7 thrashing at the hands of the Seton Hall
Pirates. Seton used a strong passing game, primarily the combination of Joe D'Angollilo to Jim
Alexander. Alexander caught one
touchdown pass and set up two
more with fine receptions and runs.
The Sq uires fumbled some punts
and lost chances to recover the
ot her team's mistakes and again
the breaks went the other team's
way.
Seton scored first on a three yard
run by Joe Tesei after recovering a
fumbled punt to give the Pirates
excellent field position to ram the
touchdown in. The Squires came
back as they recovered a Seton
fumble and capitalized on Ron
Brown's Five yard scamper. But
soon D' Angollilo went to work and
his passing told the story. Alexander displaying good balaRce on a
wet, soggy field caught a pass and
broke three tackles on way to a 47
yard touchdown scamper. This
seemed to kill the team's spirit and
a last second interception of a
Charlie Behm pass by Bill Brundige, killing a scoring drive put the
nails in the coffin.
This is one of the most distressing of the Squires losses. It
may be that the team is reading all
of the print about loss of men and
injuries and has started believing
them. Or that they have been feeling sorry for themselves. It is true
that the team is lacking in depth
and that the team can muster only
25 players. But now is certainly not
the time to lie down and die but to
try all the harder and pull together.
The meat of the schedule is coming
up; Glassboro State reeling from a
69-6 smashing will be out for
blood, a hungry St. Peters will be
looking for a easy win a nd last
conference rival Trenton will not
be easing up on us. These teams

and coaches aren't g_oing to take, it
easy but will be looking to destroy
us. The staff and the team realize
this and will be working very hard
not only to win but to win big and
make this a good season. As Coach
John Allen said, ~The past is history, you can't do anything about it
but you can shape the present and
the future by hard work on Saturday.
Comments Charlie Behm was
shaken up and required observation for a possible concussion
but should be all right... Team in
fine shape after Seton game, with
no injuries ... weak pass rush and
pass coverage below par were big
factors leading to Seton's
win ... Profs of Glassboro bringing
up 55 men traveling squad (hey.
hey hey the big time) ... big men for
Glassboro are halfback Harold
Hill and Quarterback Marty
McLaughlin ... Mike Shern played
little in Seton game and was all
right physically, should see a lot of
action at Qb in Saturday's clash
with the Profs.
EDUCATION MAJORS
Teach in Thailand , Malaysia ,
Ghana, Venezuela, Afganistan.
Guyana, Peru, India, Uganda,
and forty other countries.

your choice
3, I 00 openings.
The Peace Corps.
Information and applications
are at the Placement Office.

Cartoon

1968 Volvo
AM-FM, 4 new tires, new
brakes, recent tune-up, oil

Supplement

change, winterization.

Best Offer.
Call 353-8926.

Read·
Down

SCATE SPONSORS YOUTH SERVICE CORPS DANCE
A Youth Service Corps Benefit DANCE will be held this Friday,
Nov. 3rd, from 8 to 12 p.m. in Downs Hall. Music will be by the Mortality. The price is $1.50.
The dance will be held to raise badly-needed funds for the
operation of a summer day camp , and field trips for children of the
Elizabeth area, who really will appreciate it and really need it. Please
come-Nov. 3rd, Friday night, 8 to 12 p.m.
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OLD Jf;RSf;Y ARTISTS

ROBf;RT YOSKO'WITZ
f;D POTTf;RS
ROBI;RT SAN KNI;R
NQVf;MBf;R
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EVENT

PLACE

Formal Lounge
CC-142
Formal Lounge

8:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.

Social Welfare Seminar
Group Therapy
SCATE Union County Voluntary
Action Comm .
Coffee House

Tuesday, Nov. 7th
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
3:00 p.m.8:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.

Gay Coalition Meeting
Hotline Meeting
Explore
Coffee House

W-300
CC-142
CC-142
Hex Room

Wednesday, Nov. 8th
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
3:00 p.m.7:00 p.m.8:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.

EVE Career Day
Group Therapy
Sexual Feelings
Personal Growth
Coffee House

Formal Lounge
CC-142
CC-142
CC-142
Hex Room

DATE
Monday, Nov. 6th
8:00 a.m.-10:40 a.m.
3:oo ·p.m.7:30 p.m.-

Hex Room

I

Thursday, Nov.
1:40 p.m.-3:05
1:40 p.m.-3:05
3:00 p.m.-5:00
3:30 p.m.4:30 p.m.-5:30
7:45 p.m .8:00 p.m.-1 :00

9th
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Mass
History Club Meeting
Astrology Meeting
Group Experience
Election Comm .
Explore
Coffee House

CC-142
W-100
Coffee House
CC-142
Little Theatre
CC-142
Hex Room

Friday, Nov. 10th
12:30 p.m.5:00 p.m .8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.

Free U: Turn-off
Nu Sigma Phi
Coffee House

CC-142
Downs Hall
Hex Room

Saturday, Nov. 11th
8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m .
8:00 p.m.-

High School Equivalency Tests
Nu Sigma Phi Dance Marathon

Willis Hall
Downs Hall

Sunday, Nov. 12th
9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.7:45 p.m.-

Groove Phi ·Groove Discotheque
Nu Sigma Phi Dance Marathon
CCB Film

TV Lounge
Downs Hall
TPA

p.m.
a.m.
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